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Sadguru Sri Tyagabrahma Sahasrakam Part 1

స గబహ సహసక పథ గః

ఓం
మజయ

ఓం స గ జ న నమః ।
॥ స గబహ సహసక ॥
ఓం మ య ద । ద య మ । త ః ప ద
॥
న -

నమః మచ య గ య చ ।
నమః వ య య నమః ॥ ౧॥
నమః గ య క య చ ।
సహస య ఆ య న నమః ॥౨॥
ప క య ప ననప ।
ప నన య ప య నమః ॥ ౩॥
అ య గ య అ ఖణ ।
అ య క య అ య న నమః ॥ ౪॥
అ య ద య అ య న జ ।
అ ననక య అ య న నమః ॥ ౫॥
భ హం మదన ర జం భ హం హృదన జ ।
భ హం గ జస దం భ హం స స గ జ ॥౬॥
అథ స గబహ సహసక ॥
గబహ దబహ శ రకః ।
మభ స ర నస రదర కః ॥ ౧॥
మసతత నసహ నసదృ ః ।
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స గబహ సహసక పథ గః

మమయస త నభ గహః ॥౨॥
సహస మస త గబహ తమః ।
త తప వశ స నమ లయః ॥ ౩॥
గ జ మభ మ న తః ।
గ జ గర ల లయః ॥ ౪॥
రదవ ంశశ ర గ స దః ।

స రవగ రజస ర గ రసః ॥ ౫॥
స ర గ నర పధ చరః ।
వర గలయజశ యమ తమః ॥౬॥

త మశ ద ర లయః ।
ననయ దవ తస ః ॥ ౭॥

కమ లయసం తః తపఞ నద తః ।
కమ వరస వ మ రనః ॥౮॥
మబహ తశ యవత కః ।
దబ వ రశ గబహ మకః ॥౯॥

జన న త ష శ జయ మగ లకః ।
జన తస బ రన యకః ॥ ౧౦॥
మబహ స మకృషయ తః ।

య ప ష మమనషడ రః ॥ ౧౧॥
స నమ జప మమన రకః ।
శత జ దృష మ ప రకః ॥ ౧౨॥
మదర హరఝ వ తగః ।

సంస ృ ఖణ త పద త రనః ॥ ౧౩॥
గ ల నృత మపత వరకః ।

ససఁ స గ రకృ రత కః ॥ ౧౪॥
సహ రస ర త మచన కః ।
స రలస నగ క మకః ॥ ౧౫॥
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స గబహ సహసక పథ గః

మ మమ న ద రనః ।
మ నమ నస ర ధనః ॥ ౧౬॥

ఉఞ వృ స ధర శ ౖ గ లప తః ।
ఉ ఖల బదస ఖలబననః ॥ ౧౭॥

చ మ మస వనః ।
మభ స త భ ఖణనః ॥ ౧౮॥

ఆత సఁయ మప య గహణ ధనః ।
మనసృప స ృ ధ వ రన త కః ॥ ౧౯॥
మ నర గ ర సరః ।
దగ ప గ ః నరఞన రనః ॥౨౦॥
నగ వర మగ నకః ।
నగ మ నగ రనః ॥౨౧॥

గ వనస గ నఫ వహః ।
గ ర గ గ ఘ గ రనః ॥౨౨॥
స గ ర మనస లః ।
మనఆలయౖ వశ మ త ష కః ॥౨౩॥
అ సస రః ।
అ ససద తప జః ॥౨౪॥
అ రస రశబశ అ వ మ తః ।
అ ష తశ అ వ తః ॥౨౫॥
అ రస రస ఽ రనః ।
అ ననస పదస ౖ వతః ॥౨౬॥
అ రస ర గస మృ నననః ।
అ నన యస ర మృత లయః ॥౨౭॥
ఆ ర వవర శ ఆనన మ రనః ।
ఆ చ ఆ నన గహః ॥౨౮॥
ఆ సం ఢ ఆ భవసత ృ ః ।
ఆత వ ధశ ఆత సఁ నస ః ॥౨౯॥
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ఇ గతప చ ఇ ప యకః ।
ఇజ స వశ ఇహ ప యకః ॥ ౩౦॥
ఈయస త శ ఈడ స ౖ వతః ।
ఈ న త శ ఈశ గ వహః ॥ ౩౧॥
ఉతమ కసం జ ఉత తమ యకః ।
ఉత స స త ఉత నన యకః ॥ ౩౨॥
ఉ ఙ దశ ◌ృఙశ ఉషఆ తః ।
ఉ ఙ దౖ ర ఉ నమ యనః ॥ ౩౩॥
ఊష గకృ త ఊ త మకః ।
ఊషప స త ఊష నగగ కః ॥ ౩౪॥
ఋ ష ఋగ మ రగః ।
ఋద గగ లజ ఋతవత వతః ॥ ౩౫॥
ఏ న మసద క ఏ నజప రకః ।
ఏ నభ శ ఏ నభ రణః ॥ ౩౬॥
ఏ న తశ ఏ నభ నసః ।
ఏ గభ తవ ఏ న తృతలజః ॥ ౩౭॥
ఐ గ భ స త ఐక నస తః ।
ఐ కతప చ ఐ వహస ః ॥ ౩౮॥
ఓం ర రస త ఓం కృ స రః ।
ఓం ర నసఁ న ఓం ర మ మకః ॥ ౩౯॥
ఔష య స త ఔష హ మగః ।
ఔజస ద గశ ఔష గ తః ॥ ౪౦॥
కమ ప పః కమ యఘనస నః ।
క ణ హ ర మ హన రనః ॥ ౪౧॥
క నవ ర మభ ప దనః ।
క కల ష వహ జన దనః ॥ ౪౨॥
క ణ మ యశ క షవసత ృ ః ।
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క ణదకృ మః క రకృ ః ॥ ౪౩॥
కణస ర ః కణ షస లయః ।
కష రణస తః కలస రవరపదః ॥ ౪౪॥

రసం సః సంపవః ।
చ ద గవరనసత ః ॥ ౪౫॥
తక షః ప రనః ।
త జ సశ కరవంశ స రః ॥ ౪౬॥

ర భవకశ మ ర వ ః ।
ౖ ల చ శ తసత దః ॥ ౪౭॥
ర న సః లౖ వ తమః ।
మ గణ రశ ల కర పకః ॥ ౪౮॥

వ ర యశ లంక ఘ రనః ।
ర యశ టశ రత కః ॥ ౪౯॥

కృష వ నన య టక రనః ।
కృచ సం ర చ కృప రస ః ॥ ౫౦॥
శ స స తః రపవ రనః ।
వల నసం వ నన యకః ॥ ౫౧॥
ౖ ట మః ౖ ర ద రనః ।
ౖ మమనధ ః ౖ వల పద రనః ॥ ౫౨॥
దణ స నః హలస కృ ః ।
దణ మ మశ జప రకః ॥ ౫౩॥
శ షస త మ రక యకః ।
హవసంర ప రకదర కః ॥ ౫౪॥

క త మశ క తస ః ।
కమ స సః కమ న తః ॥ ౫౫॥
క దఃక క క ర కః ।
నభ స దశ డనకృషగః ॥ ౫౬॥
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ర పభ హః రకః ।
ఞ ప క క వ స భ రనః ॥ ౫౭॥

క హనస తః దన స నః ।
ష నసస వః శ శన రనః ॥ ౫౮॥
క ణ స ననః క ణ భస రః ।
క ణ స రసశ క ణ నదత ృ ః ॥ ౫౯॥

ౖ ష యనః వతర మగః ।
ధర ప ణశ త తృ ర జః ॥౬౦॥

నస వశ సకకల షః ।
ర స త ఘవః ॥౬౧॥

తనవం త తన ఖగః ।
పప హ గ రకృ గ వనః ॥౬౨॥
ర న ౖ ద ౖ త క తః ।

క తౖ ద న ర ణః ॥౬౩॥
ణసత లజ వృ ర ఖణనః ।
ణభక శ ణభ ఘమణలః ॥౬౪॥
ద హ తశ బ నస న నః ।
తపఞ న ర శ మంకర రనః ॥౬౫॥
మ రవ షశ మసమ ృ యనః ।
మ గస త ప తః ॥౬౬॥

ఖగ హన యశ ణ ష కృ ః ।
న నససం యః ససత ృ ః ॥౬౭॥
మ న గగ రవ ః ।

గగ వత ణ గ న కృ ః ॥౬౮॥
గదసంమృ గ త నః ।
గర శన హస గద ర యనః ॥౬౯॥
గద పద క గద పద పకః ।
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గద పద గ గద పద తః ॥ ౭౦॥
గ జనక య గ గ యనః ।
గ ఘ ర గ త తః ॥ ౭౧॥
నగ జ నరమ మ స నః ।
య ర య యత నఘః ॥ ౭౨॥

ర స త ద త మకః ।
ద త మస ర దర కః ॥ ౭౩॥

రసం స త మకః ।
తస ర గర మ మ రకః ॥ ౭౪॥

ర స త ర కః ।
ననస త తృ త దరః ॥ ౭౫॥
గమృ హృ గ మనః ।

సతత ధశ వద స దః ॥ ౭౬॥
ణత నశ ణసత త ః ।
రవశ ణ శ తహ ర ః ॥ ౭౭॥
త శ ధశ త మ యనః ।

గృహ శ గృహౖ వశ గృహౖ వత మకః ॥ ౭౮॥
య జశ యశ య యౖ త కః ।
య టకస తశర గ తత తః ॥ ౭౯॥
న మస ర నననర లయః ।
నహ య ర మ లయః ॥౮౦॥
ప జ రగ ర రనః ।
ప తౖ త యణ యః ॥౮౧॥

గ ర లశ గన థ ప ః ।
గ దస వ సనః ॥౮౨॥
గహ ష ర హ రన దనః ।

యశ దన యనః ॥౮౩॥
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ఘ రవ కణశ ఘన నగ రతః ।
ఘన న ననఘ ఘఘన తనః ॥౮౪॥
తభ ఘస నన మకః ।
ర ప మ శ ఘృత నత మకః ॥౮౫॥

ఘృ వంశఘృ మ నఘ ఘనః ।
ఘృ ధవస న గ రల లయః ॥౮౬॥
ర ససం ర మ రక మగః ।
రసం ర యస తవ రః ॥౮౭॥
ణతర ణస మ ఢ న ఞకః ।
త ద మ ర సనః ॥౮౮॥

చ ర త ర శ రమ రనః ।
చన చ త ప మచననచ తః ॥౮౯॥
మరచ తర భప మ యనః ।
స ర వ మ యనచననః ॥౯౦॥

తరఙ తశ ర క రనః ।
త ప శశ ర వ మయః ॥౯౧॥
రౖ గ లశ ర గస ర నః ।
ర నజ ర ర మస చరః ॥౯౨॥
త గహసం పజ త రనః ।

తౖ తన త క ఞకః ॥౯౩॥
ఛ వృత తశ నజ త మకః ।
దహృ ప ర ర కః ॥౯౪॥
జపమనమ జప మ రకః ।
జపమనస ప రమ ర న రనః ॥౯౫॥
జలజ త త మ హన గగః ।
జల ణ ద జల ప పగః ॥౯౬॥
జగత ృణప త స మనః రణ రణః ।
జగ త పరబహ త నసః ॥౯౭॥
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జగ హన మస జగ హన ః ।
జగ నన ర ననక ః ॥౯౮॥
జ త మ మ వ పగః ।
జయ మజ షజన రణ రనః ॥౯౯॥
ప రమ జ మ మ రనః ।
గ సర మమయ ననః ॥ ౧౦౦॥
న య జయమఙల రనః ।
న ప ప కృ ష లః ॥ ౧౦౧॥
త మన సవ రనః ।
త మ చ యస ః ॥ ౧౦౨॥
వ కమ చ వశ పవరనః ।

రకృ వ కప తః ॥ ౧౦౩॥
ష స వశ పహ స రః ।
ర య ఖ శ ప న గగః ॥ ౧౦౪॥

ఝ ర స ద గ ల స గః ।
ఝల దస ల గ త ర లయః ॥ ౧౦౫॥

ఙ ృ త వరసం కమ దనః ।
ఝఞన స ర హర లయః ॥ ౧౦౬॥

నసద స తసమ ప తమః ।
నౖ గ ధశ న ష ల రనః ॥ ౧౦౭॥

ఠ కృ ప ధనసం తః ।
ఠ కృ సం ర వరౖ వతః ॥ ౧౦౮॥
త గ లశ త స రల లయః ।
త తస తస లయస లయః ॥ ౧౦౯॥
త స ర గశ త ద తస రః ।
త గల మస స త తః ॥ ౧౧౦॥
రక పస త ర త రనః ।
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ప ర మ రక మగః ॥ ౧౧౧॥
న సశ య రనః ।

రగ య త నసః ॥ ౧౧౨॥
మ ర త ష ష రనః ।
మ లయస త మ త దర నః ॥ ౧౧౩॥

ననస తల య గః ।
మ ర స త గలయర లయః ॥ ౧౧౪॥
ల దలసం ష మర తః ।
ల ల మ ర న దనః ॥ ౧౧౫॥

కృ శ ఙౖ నసః ।
తస స సమ ధనః ॥ ౧౧౬॥

క న ధ ం వ నసః ।
ం త ఘగ ం రస సరః ॥ ౧౧౭॥

తృ మృతస తసృ న త దః ।
తృ యఘ ం ర దగ సవః ॥ ౧౧౮॥
జస రశ జశ మయ గహః ।

జ శ జ మ జనః ॥ ౧౧౯॥
త క ప రశ త కసర త ః ।
గ జయ మ గప ణ వనః ॥ ౧౨౦॥

త సనసత ర తభక పహః ।
ౖ తస త టక ష కః ॥ ౧౨౧॥
ద శమస ద ననజ ః ।
దశమస న థ కృష ర ః ॥ ౧౨౨॥
ద స రశ ద భక వనః ।
ద వ రస తద త స పకః ॥ ౧౨౩॥
శరథ శరథ ర గః ।
ర పహస య యకః ॥ ౧౨౪॥
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నన త వ వం పకః ।
వ వం పస వ ప పకః ॥ ౧౨౫॥
వ మకృ వ మ తః ।
వ స ర న వ మగన తః ॥ ౧౨౬॥
ప ర తస ః ।
పస న శ త స పకః ॥ ౧౨౭॥
ఃఖ రణస తఘ రనః ।
రప లశ తృ తకః ॥ ౧౨౮॥

ష ర గణషట తృహ రనః ।
స ప దర నృ ం వత ః ॥ ౧౨౯॥
ర ర ఘశ ర రకృ పవః ।
కృ ఘశ కృతత రజః ॥ ౧౩౦॥
రప ర రపసర రనః ।
రపసర స శర ర యనః ॥ ౧౩౧॥

దృష మస దృశ మఙల గహః ।
దృ మవ దృఢభ వరః ॥ ౧౩౨॥

వ మ వ వగః ।
వ ర మ మస న తః ॥ ౧౩౩॥
ౖ తస త త ఘవః ।
ౖ వ మస ష నబ రనః ॥ ౧౩౪॥

త వకృ మ ప రసఁలయః ।
త మస ననరన లయః ॥ ౧౩౫॥

ర హ వ ననకృ గ కః ।
ర న ష య మ మ కః ॥ ౧౩౬॥
మ న వ చనః ।
మ వ ర ద తస ః ॥ ౧౩౭॥

దవ స త యకః ।
రసస ష త ష కః ॥ ౧౩౮॥
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ద త మ మ మకః ।
ర పయ ష కృష స యకః ॥ ౧౩౯॥

ధర సంవర క చ సత ృ ః ।
ధనౖ ర స న పల ః ॥ ౧౪౦॥
ధన న పద మసర ౖ వ యకః ।
ధ ణశ ర రవరన తకః ॥ ౧౪౧॥
ధర వ ననస నన రనః ।
ధ ధరధ రమ రన దనః ॥ ౧౪౨॥

జసప హ మస రనః ।
తకృ త మ యనః ॥ ౧౪౩॥
రస రవ త రనః ।

ర మస మ రస ర రమః ॥ ౧౪౪॥
క ృ ల జభ జ ష సక యకః ।
ష జనస త స వ పకః ॥ ౧౪౫॥
ర మసద మ రగ రగః ।
న నసస ప న మ రనః ॥ ౧౪౬॥

ధృతహ ధృ రమ కృ ః ।
య వ ౖ ర గహ మగః ॥ ౧౪౭॥
ర మస ర స లయ గతః ।
తభ ఘసర శ త షస ః ॥ ౧౪౮॥
న నస నతత రసదృ ః ।
నౖ ప శశ న చరస ః ॥ ౧౪౯॥
వప దసద జ క రనః ।
వ ప దతస రన సంహ ః ॥ ౧౫౦॥

నగ సహ జ మ వన రనః ।
నవరత ష మ షణ రనః ॥ ౧౫౧॥
నవ త న రౖ న దనః ।
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నవనవ కృ మ త మకః ॥ ౧౫౨॥
యణహ ర రద దర గః ।

రద గహ తకః ॥ ౧౫౩॥
ర దత గనస రవరహస ।
ర దర స ర ననవర ః ॥ ౧౫౪॥
యణహ మస ర లయః ।
సనస దబహ న కృ ః ॥ ౧౫౫॥
త మశ సనసత ృ ః ।

దస ర ధశ మృతర కృ ః ॥ ౧౫౬॥
మ త నస త మకః ।
దస ర ర నస ఠహ జనః ॥ ౧౫౭॥

మహృ ర తస మకః ।
ద లర న మ మకః ॥ ౧౫౮॥
గ గమస ర ర న రనః ।
గ గమ ర త తన రనః ॥ ౧౫౯॥

సప ష సన దనః ।
రస తస ః ॥ ౧౬౦॥

జ సస మస జభ స జనః ।
మభ స హరణ వనః ॥ ౧౬౧॥
శ శ మ న తః ।

రద మ త మ యత రదః ॥ ౧౬౨॥
కృ ఘన మఘన న దనః ।

ల ర ల ప మ యన ర లః ॥ ౧౬౩॥
య త సనటసత ృ ః ।

ల బసమ తమనః ః ॥ ౧౬౪॥
త మ మ మ రకః ।
క తస ర రణః ॥ ౧౬౫॥
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త రమ స ర ర వరనననః ।
తన క గన తః ॥ ౧౬౬॥

నృ ంహదర దప ద య టకః ।
నృ స లయచ న గౖ వతనరనః ॥ ౧౬౭॥

న మ మ తః ।
త వ వణ మ తః ॥ ౧౬౮॥

ౖ త ఞ ౖ త ర దః ।
ౖ ష ర స ౖ స తస ః ॥ ౧౬౯॥

చ తస త కృష రమః ।
క త నన శర గ ధనః ॥ ౧౭౦॥
ఙ ఙ తః ।
న హ న హసత ృ ః ॥ ౧౭౧॥

పఞ ౖ క సం పస ః ।
పఞ మస త తస ః ॥ ౧౭౨॥
నరఞన గ మ మ రసః ।
మద ర మ తసత ృ ః ॥ ౧౭౩॥

కకణస ప మమ యనః ।
ఞ నస సపశ వహ రనః ॥ ౧౭౪॥
త మృ దః ష న యనః ।
మ రహ మ త రన షణః ॥ ౧౭౫॥

ణ గ యః ణ గః ।
తప జః వర తః ॥ ౧౭౬॥

ర వ తమ గలన రనః ।
ననప ర వ ర రగః ॥ ౧౭౭॥

పృ రనస తపృ జర ప ః ।
పృ ప సందత చ కృ ః ॥ ౧౭౮॥
య షస ర నన మ యనః ।
శ ద ననపదపలవః ॥ ౧౭౯॥
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ౖ మహస త మ గహ జకః ।
ౖ తృ ధ తకృ మణల రకః ॥ ౧౮౦॥
త ర వశ త రనః ।
నః కస త మ న రనః ॥ ౧౮౧॥

ప దభ త య టకసత ః ।
ప న స త మౖ భవసత ృ ః ॥ ౧౮౨॥
పణ పబహ మ రకమనగః ।
పణ దమన మ రక నతః ॥ ౧౮౩॥

షః త మవ కృ ః ।
ష మ నసత నన కృ ః ॥ ౧౮౪॥
షస చ నరఙ స రసత ృ ః ।

న ద నస కృ ః ॥ ౧౮౫॥
ష మ న న దమన తః ।

నసఁ న నరతస ః ॥ ౧౮౬॥
ణ నస ర ః వన రనః ।
ణ తః ణసం కః ॥ ౧౮౭॥
నల సం గ దపణవమర గః ।

ణ స నన సన వతః ॥ ౧౮౮॥
య తస త మౖ వతః ।
యసం ష నన శర గతః ॥ ౧౮౯॥
త ల సం ష తౖ వ మకః ।
గక స భ గహవరకః ॥ ౧౯౦॥
తస త క మకః ।

ఢ తవృ రః మభ సమ తః ॥ ౧౯౧॥
ౖ య గహ మస ౖ యక ర ణః ।
ౖ యస వశ ౖ యక క ర ణః ॥ ౧౯౨॥

తస తగ త ష కః ।
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ప దస రగ రన వనః ॥ ౧౯౩॥
ఫ థ తల య యకః ।
ఫ త పసదర ః ఫల ర ృ రకః ॥ ౧౯౪॥
ల త మ మ రక పకః ।
త ల త మ రక పగః ॥ ౧౯౫॥

బల నన పపఞ రనః ।
బ ష త ర వసదసః ॥ ౧౯౬॥
ల య త ఘవ రనః ।
ల త మసఖ షణః ॥ ౧౯౭॥
ల మస క వ ర లపః ।
లకృషమ రమ నస లపః ॥ ౧౯౮॥
లహృత లసందృష మమ ః ।
లహృ మస మ ర న ః ॥ ౧౯౯॥
లహృ తౖ వశ లహృత ల పకః ।
లహృద లహృత ల లయః ॥౨౦౦॥

రస ప మ నమ లయః ।
జమ ప శశ జ ప దనః ॥౨౦౧॥
ధ మ ధశ ధసం ణ మగః ।
ద తస పశ వ భయః ॥౨౦౨॥

బృహ నన య మస పవరకః ।
బృహత ం పసం ర మ ప శకః ॥౨౦౩॥
బృహ ద ర మ రక యకః ।
బృహ మ న మస ణవరకః ॥౨౦౪॥
బృహ స బృహచ వస సత ృ ః ।
బృహన ప బృహ యసస ః ॥౨౦౫॥
బృహ ర వరసం క మ రకః ।
బృహ ర కవ కస ః ॥౨౦౬॥
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బృహ స ప మదర నహ తః ।
బృహచ లస గర లఙ ృత ఘవః ॥౨౦౭॥

ధ ౖ త యనః ।
ధస వశ త రనః ॥౨౦౮॥
తస ధవరన రనః ।
తపరబహ నప ధస ః ॥౨౦౯॥

త పసద సన కమః ।
ధ రనవృనశ దౖ వతస ః ॥౨౧౦॥

బధ వంశప పప యప నసత ృ ః ।
బ ణ యక పబ ననలసత ృ ః ॥౨౧౧॥
బహ సం యత ప శ తకః ।
బ ననప రస ర రనః ॥౨౧౨॥
బహ నప శశ బహ స పస ః ।
బహ మస బహ త పసః ॥౨౧౩॥
హ ప స మ కసః ।
హ మ రమ సన దనః ॥౨౧౪॥

భ సమ గ స జస ః ।
భ నన శరణ శ భ లమ నస ః ॥౨౧౫॥
భ రప చ భ స త ధనః ।
భ హనస భ ననన రనః ॥౨౧౬॥
భవస తస మ రక నతత రః ।
భవ క ర మ వన నసః ॥౨౧౭॥
భవ ర ర మమన స దః ।
భ ప ప పమన ర స దః ॥౨౧౮॥
వ వప వశ వ వకస ః ।
వస వ వశ త నః ॥౨౧౯॥
న హృ ష మ మమ ప శనః ।

మస మ ర ద యనః ॥౨౨౦॥
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ప దభద రన రకః ।
వ ర ల మస యకః ॥౨౨౧॥
ప షౖ వశ ప ర లసః ।
మ హ షమృ రమః ॥౨౨౨॥

భృత త ల స భృ నస మనః ।
షజ మస ర య స రనః ॥౨౨౩॥
ౖ ర ద మస నపఞర జనః ।
ౖ ర థ రసగ ప హ రనః ॥౨౨౪॥
గతృ పహ ప గ నర యనః ।
గ ప మ రన ర ధవః ॥౨౨౫॥
గకృ త ర వరనః ।
మకృ మసర నననః ॥౨౨౬॥

భమ న నస న హన రనః ।
జత న జ తః ॥౨౨౭॥
మధ తసందర జ మ త కః ।
మధ తసందర జస పస ః ॥౨౨౮॥

మదమత రస మ ధప యనః ।
మ స న రమ గసత ః ॥౨౨౯॥
మ సశ మ మనగ ధ ః ।
మనః తప నశ మ తస ః ॥౨౩౦॥

ర ర నశ ర క దకః ।
ర మ న స మకః ॥౨౩౧॥

దస ర రమౖ షణ రనః ।
రసం న తస ః ॥౨౩౨॥

తవం శసం కృతర తమః ।
ష క గ త షణ షగః ॥౨౩౩॥
వ రస ర రవః ।
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తృ దృశ స రవః ॥౨౩౪॥
ర వ కృ దనః ।
వన శ నహ మగః ॥౨౩౫॥
త ఘపణ ర దనః ।

ర స ర ద రహస ॥౨౩౬॥
మృ సత షశ మృ నస వరః ।
మృ షణ మస మృ న వననః ॥౨౩౭॥
మృ స రమ మృ నమ దవః ।
మృ నమ స న త మకః ॥౨౩౮॥

ల ధశ స రనః ।
ఘ మ నన సరః ॥౨౩౯॥

ౖ శ ౖ తశ ౖ వ నసః ।
ౖ థ యశ ౖ వ ణ యః ॥౨౪౦॥

ౖ ణ థ మౖ మ గః ।
ౖ వ ణ త యణర గః ॥౨౪౧॥

సం సం నన రనః ।
ప శశ త శ హనః ॥౨౪౨॥

న న వ జ తః ।
న న గమ శ త తమః ॥౨౪౩॥
న నస న న ద తః ।
ప శ ధశ నస ద ధ ః ॥౨౪౪॥

య షమ యత నస కః ।
య షమ య ననననననః ॥౨౪౫॥

ద మస న న మగః ।
న న న మ న ద ః ॥౨౪౬॥
వ వ త గర ణ మకః ।
వ వస ృ త గబహ ప ః ॥౨౪౭॥
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క నస మ త మజపవతః ।
క వన శ కసత ఙస ః ॥౨౪౮॥
షగ కృ ష మ యః ।
గ త గస తస ః ॥౨౪౯॥

మస త త మ రకః ।
వ మ మ మగ మకః ॥౨౫౦॥

ర థ ర తమ తమః ।
ర మ ర నననవననః ॥౨౫౧॥
ర వంశల మ మభకల మగః ।
ర మస మ మస మ గః ॥౨౫౨॥
రసస త త లస గలయచ ః ।
రస షస మరస యనసత ః ॥౨౫౩॥
గస రల గ లర లయః ।

తర మ గ మగః ॥౨౫౪॥
గ గ మ గగః ।

ర స గ రన మగః ॥౨౫౫॥
మ మభ ర రవః ।

మ మణ మ మక కః ॥౨౫౬॥
మ మజ మ మ మగః ।
మస నసఁ మమనజపస రః ॥౨౫౭॥

దనస గ రనః ।
రస రస త ప వణ మకః ॥౨౫౮॥

భ స రస తౖ వతప మకః ।
ఞ నక ప స ర యకః ॥౨౫౯॥

ల పవృ తప ర గః ।
ల తృ య గహ తకః ॥౨౬౦॥
ల న ల రమణ రమః ।
ల ప న న లయ గస రమః ॥౨౬౧॥
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వణ మ మశ త ప రమః ।
స స ర ద వ మ రమః ॥౨౬౨॥
ఙ జప మ ర స దః ।
ఙ ననస త మ రకః ॥౨౬౩॥

చననచ త ।
ప తస వశ ప ద తః ॥౨౬౪॥
చ రకృ మ య టకః ।

న స రస న నస తః ॥౨౬౫॥
న ప దశ నఃప న నః ।
న న ష ృతః ॥౨౬౬॥
ఖ స ణవృనశ తస చ తకః ।

పప శశ త క కః ॥౨౬౭॥
క ర క ణస హరః ।
వన కసం ప రగః ॥౨౬౮॥
తస వశ స ఖణనః ।

త మస కృ మణనః ॥౨౬౯॥
వర వ పశ వర ష రవః ।
వరసపస వర స ర వరః ॥౨౭౦॥
వర స ర లశ వర స ర సరః ।
వర స ర శ వర న మరః ॥౨౭౧॥
వ దససందృషవర స రదః ।
వర రదస తస రవగ రగః ॥౨౭౨॥
వర స వర స రతః ।
వర మృ స ర రన తః ॥౨౭౩॥
వర రనసత వర తమ త వః ।
వర గస వన రమః ॥౨౭౪॥
క మ త రశ క మ వరపదః ।
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వృత మశ వృతస ః ॥౨౭౫॥
త స పశ ల ణగల ణః ।

మలస హృ స న త హనః ॥౨౭౬॥
ష స రశ తస ః ।
సం సం న తస ః ॥౨౭౭॥
నప దశ దమృ స రః ।

స ర న స త తః ॥౨౭౮॥
షస నకణస ర న యః ।

స న ర త తమః ॥౨౭౯॥
నపసన శ తసత ృ ః ।
దన మృ స ర తః ॥౨౮౦॥

వృ తవృ ర మచన కః ।
వృ వ లస తవృ ర రమః ॥౨౮౧॥

ల కృష నస పగః ।
నస షస నకృషవననః ॥౨౮౨॥

నసత తత ద న రగః ।
ద పౖ షద జతత గ రనః ॥౨౮౩॥
గ హకృ ద ద రనః ।
ద ష దస మసం స యనః ॥౨౮౪॥
ౖ గ గ లశ ౖ ణ థవలభః ।
ౖ గ యశ ౖ గరఙవరనః ॥౨౮౫॥
ౖ గరఙ థస వ స ః ।
ౖ గరఙ చ రనసత ః ॥౨౮౬॥
వ క స రౖ వశ త కమణలః ।
వ ప మశ భయ రకః ॥౨౮౭॥
శత మ ణ షశ ర ఙలపదః ।
శ గలసదత కృ స తసః ॥౨౮౮॥
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శబబహ స పశ శ ం రలయస రః ।
శ మృ ర శ తప దః ॥౨౮౯॥
న నస ఖ శ త మ గలస నః ।
శ వహగ శ నన తతః ॥౨౯౦॥
మర మ నన మగః ।
తృకృ వ మ మగః ॥౨౯౧॥

ౖ క త త స తః ।
త ష వత లౖ వతః ॥౨౯౨॥

కరస ర స వ రదృ కః ।
క వగ భస రనపవః ॥౨౯౩॥

పస ర భపద రనః ।
భ న శ భల ణవరనః ॥౨౯౪॥
న హన పశ ◌ృ ర ణ రనః ।
ష ఙ ఙ లయః ॥౨౯౫॥
ౖ ఙ ణ శ ౖ ల రదృఢవతః ।
ౖ పహస తౖ ల రనః ॥౨౯౬॥
క రణస న సన ర ః ।

త వ స ర రన రగః ॥౨౯౭॥
భనస రస ద రననరనః ।
భ స ర వ మ రనః ॥౨౯౮॥
మ నరస సర శ ప యనః ।

శ ష క వ ప దనః ॥౨౯౯॥
నసం హస మ ర నన గహః ।
తసద స తస నపవరకః ॥ ౩౦౦॥
రద గ ర స దః ।
సనస తస రవప తః ॥ ౩౦౧॥

న క రమ ఘ మ ర యనః ।
రమ తవృ ర ధర య రనః ॥ ౩౦౨॥
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గల న మస ర లయః ।
మణలసంవృత ప లయః ॥ ౩౦౩॥
రస ష న తకః ।
ౖ ణ సఁ న రవః ॥ ౩౦౪॥

యస రస ర ౖ ష ప శకః ।
త ష వర తస ః ॥ ౩౦౫॥

శ షస త త క ష కః ।
షసద ప క వ రతః ॥ ౩౦౬॥
తస మహ కసం కః ।
క వ స క రసః ॥ ౩౦౭॥
స ర స తస ః ।
న నస ఠస వ యసస ః ॥ ౩౦౮॥

ష న ల మ లసత ృ ః ।
ష స ల నర రబ కృ ః ॥ ౩౦౯॥
ష రస ద డ డవ గగః ।
డ పచ న త మకః ॥ ౩౧౦॥

స త గ టసస త తర రవః ।
సపస రస దశ సపస రశ రకః ॥ ౩౧౧॥
స వత ర స పస ర దవః ।
స తరస ర స రవసంపవః ॥ ౩౧౨॥
స తస ర ధ స తస ర షతః ।
స త స ననస స దః ॥ ౩౧౩॥
స తస స తరస లయః ।
స త మ తశ స తరస రనః ॥ ౩౧౪॥
స త నభ స స ర ప శకః ।
స త న వరప ర ౖ వకః ॥ ౩౧౫॥
సద జన వసద సత ృ ః ।
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సద సరస తస ద పశ కృ ః ॥ ౩౧౬॥
సత ణ మ చ స ణ స దః ।
సత స త న స పస రర స దః ॥ ౩౧౭॥
సం ర త హ మ మ కృ ః ।
సం ర యసం తల క ః ॥ ౩౧౮॥
సహ తస స హ త రనః ।
సహస మస తస హస ష కః ॥ ౩౧౯॥
సహ త మశ సహ ననసత ృ ః ।
సహజ త కసహ తస ః ॥ ౩౨౦॥
ననననస త ద న స రః ।
గ పస మ ర రగ గరః ॥ ౩౨౧॥
త ససం సస రన తనః ।
ల ర ర ల ర రనః ॥ ౩౨౨॥

క ర ర సరః ।
మ ల ల గ రగః ॥ ౩౨౩॥
ష నన రస న తః ।

త త లయ గతః ॥ ౩౨౪॥
ద న శ సం దస ః ।
త కసం ద ప రనః ॥ ౩౨౫॥
మస మ మమ రమః ।
జస త మ గహ జనః ॥ ౩౨౬॥
మస హృ ఠసం జనమ లయః ।
మమ వ మస ర లయః ॥ ౩౨౭॥

క ణౖ గ న దర సత ృ ః ।
ప స త ధనస ః ॥ ౩౨౮॥
వ పస త న రసత ృ ః ।
వ ర రస త న కృ ః ॥ ౩౨౯॥
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హృత ద ఖ త మ నఖ ః ।
ప స హృత ద ద నస ః ॥ ౩౩౦॥
మస మ మ రనః ।
త త ృషభ తమ నవః ॥ ౩౩౧॥

ర తస న ర త వనః ।
ర త మ మ ర రమః ॥ ౩౩౨॥
రస ర మస రమః ।

మ జస ధ మ జగ రమః ॥ ౩౩౩॥
ర వంశజసం జ స మ మగః ।
త త రస మ రనః ॥ ౩౩౪॥

సృ త న ర హ గ రనః ।
సృషస ర గణ స ృప స ర యనః ॥ ౩౩౫॥

ర గహః ।
త క ఞశ తస రనః ॥ ౩౩౬॥
హం వస స త ృషకృ ఙకః ।
క కసం జ త ణరస రగః ॥ ౩౩౭॥
గ వ మత ర యనః ।

మ ప త రనః ॥ ౩౩౮॥
ర వ యః ।

మణలసంవృత గల లయః ॥ ౩౩౯॥
మ భ జ తమః ।

ర త స లసంరమః ॥ ౩౪౦॥
స చ నససందృష న త ర తమః ।
స చ నససందర న త తమః ॥ ౩౪౧॥
స చ నమన ట వ మ రనః ।
స మనఆ ట క తస ః ॥ ౩౪౨॥
స ర గ మస పవర రమః ।
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స ర గర నస ర గర రగః ॥ ౩౪౩॥
స ర నర శ స మృత యనః ।
స ర ద దస రభ ప దనః ॥ ౩౪౪॥
స ర ప దసస ర ప తః ।
స రస పశ మ తః ॥ ౩౪౫॥

రనర ర మ గహః ।
స క ర గహః ॥ ౩౪౬॥

ప హ నగ కసః ।
ప హ కస ః ॥ ౩౪౭॥

హంస హఁల హంస హ ప రనః ।
హంస మమ హం మమ ః ॥ ౩౪౮॥
హంస హఁల తత ఢ రనః ।
హర ర ణ ర రవ రనః ॥ ౩౪౯॥
హ మ స ర ననమయనరనః ।
హ ధవ న మస ర లసః ॥ ౩౫౦॥
హ కృష నన త రనః ।
హ నమ హ స నసః ॥ ౩౫౧॥
హలభృ తృ నన య టకః ।
హ మ ష మ మ టక యకః ॥ ౩౫౨॥
హవర కసందర దవర రనః ।
హ ర కస మ ర ర యకః ॥ ౩౫౩॥
స త త ర స దః ।
స ల జ మచన తః ॥ ౩౫౪॥
ప శస ర ర తమణలః ।

త రస న నసఖణనః ॥ ౩౫౫॥
హృష మప ద హృ రక రనః ।
హృదయఙమస హృదయఙమస ః ॥। ౩౫౬॥
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హృ లయౖ వశ హృ తసత దః ।
హృ ద సశ హృ స రపః ॥ ౩౫౭॥
హృ రకృ గ హృ ల రణః ।
మ ర న మ రనమణనః ॥ ౩౫౮॥
మ మ హృ రభ గ తః ।

ౖ మ త కసమ తః ॥ ౩౫౯॥
ప క వ ప తః ।
పపసన శ ప తః ॥ ౩౬౦॥

మ వ ర వశ మదృ లయౖ వకః ।
మ ఢ ంక మ ణకరృస ః ॥ ౩౬౧॥
మ మ మ తౖ వకః ।
మ ణ మ పక రణః ॥ ౩౬౨॥
సహసక కమ ర ౖ వతః ।
గ జ తః ॥ ౩౬౩॥

ఏత తం స రం గబహ సహసక ।
పఞ ష ల కృ రమ ం య ॥ ౩౬౪॥

వ త వ స తవరన ।
రణస తం వప ర ణ ॥ ౩౬౫॥

కృ ఞల సమ త ।
గ జ గహ రక ॥ ౩౬౬॥
సనస త ర నసహసక ।

మననం యనం భ భ యం మఙల ॥ ౩౬౭॥
మ త త తత హసక ।
త గహస ం ష త ర ణ ॥ ౩౬౮॥
ం గ ర ం శర గ ।

మ ప ధస యం సర ం మస మ ॥ ౩౬౯॥
మ షౖ వక మ తస ।
మ ణ న త మత ర స న ॥ ౩౭౦॥
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మదృ త స హం త స హ ।
స తమ ర త నం ప ॥ ౩౭౧॥
మఙలం గ య య చ ।
సహస క య య మఙల ॥ ౩౭౨॥
శర గతర య సర మఙల ।
అనన క య య మఙల ॥ ౩౭౩॥

ఓం
భమ ।
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Meaning Sadguru Sri Tyagabrahma Sahasrakam Part 1

1. Tyāgabrahma Gurusvāmi, the embodiment of Nāda Brahman; showing the virtuous path

of singing with Rāmabhakti as a way of life. (sadācāra = sat + ācāra.)

2. The Sacred ṝṣi in constant contemplation and spontaneous singing of ᳚Srī Rāma; (sadṛṣiḥ

= sat + ṛṣiḥ); the Embodiment of real bhakti and jñāna, whose virtuous mind was fully ᳚Srī
Rāma.

3. The Supreme Guru Tyāgabrahma; sung in these thousands of Names; of glory beyond

these adulations; absorbed by this mind in constant contemplation.

4. Tyāgarājasvāmi, the greatest Guru; of lofty Rāmabhakti; the King of melody, who loves

sweet singing / my Iṣṭa Devatā whose songs are auspicious (sugāyeṣṭo = sugāyaḥ + iṣṭaḥ);

the Abode of the fusion of melody and Divine love.

5. The select aspect of ᳚Srī Nārada; the Receptacle of ᳚Srī Nārada’s grace; the Knower of the
secrets of the grantha Svarārṇava (given by ᳚Srī Nārada) / the Knower of the depths of the
ocean of svara; enjoying the nectar of svara and rāga.

6. The ambrosial Cascade of svara and rāga; on earth in human form; Knower of excellent

melody and rhythm; Guru, the King, the Supreme.

7. ByWhom ᳚Srī Rāma was worshipped with nāda; One with the ambrosial essence of nāda;

the Greatest Ascetic, in the Bliss of Nāda; Sadguru, worshipped by nāda (by this one).

8. Born in Kamalālaya (Tiruvārur); Who lived in Pañcanadakṣetra (Tiruvaiyāru); Who sang

the Consort of Lakṣmī; Who sang sweet kīrtanas adoring the Name Divine.

9. The virtuous Son of Rāmabrahma; the darling Child of Sītāmbā; the Incarnation of

Nādabrahman; of auspicious name Tyāgabrahma.

10. Whose janmanakṣatra was Puṣya; Who sang as a child the victorious ᳚Srī Rāma; Who

learned saṅgīta from His mother; Who sang several kīrtanas.

11. One with ᳚Srī Rāma the Brahman, the Truth (sadālīna = sat+ālīna); taught by the ascetic

Svāmi Rāmakṛṣṇānanda; initiated by the Yatiśreṣṭha in the Rāma mantra of six syllables.
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12. Who did japa of the redeeming Rāma Mantra with totally absorbed mind; Who

witnessed ᳚Srī Rāma’s redeeming Form after japa of nearly a hundred crore times.

13. From Whom poured forth the continuous cascade of song out of rapture of vision of

᳚Srī Rāma (Bālakanakamaya, rāgam aṭhāṇā), the kīrtana with delicate beauty of words and

boundless mastery of the Saṃskṛta language.

14. Describing ᳚Srī Rāma as seen with His very eyes, rāga and tāla dancing— in the gem of

a kṛti that is a shower of words and expressions with dazzling dance of alliterations (Bāla

kanakamaya, rāgam Aṭhāṇā).

15. Who sang dear ᳚Sri Rāmacandra with excellent songs that are a spontaneous cascade; by

Whom ᳚Srī Rāma was showered with the Gaṅga of songs sparkling with svara and akṣara.

16. Greatly devoted to Rāma Nāma; Whose kīrtanas confer wisdom and liberation; for

Whom singing ᳚Srī Rāma was dearmost; teaching the virtuous path of jñāna.

17. Whose dharma was uñchhavṛtti; theWise One whose way of life was detachment; Who

bound to the mortar of His songs the One who was tied to the mortar ( ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa, tied to

the mortar by Yaśodā).

18. Who had the great wisdom to regard wealth as trivial, Who resorted to ᳚Srī Rāma’s

Presence (Nidhitsāla—Kalyāṇi); Whose empire was Rāmabhakti (Rāmabhakti—

᳚Suddhabaṅgāla); Who condemned false devotion (Teliyaleru—Dhenukā and other songs).

(.re̤garded wealth as trivial: also Kāsicchede—Gaulipantu, Padavini—Sālaga Bhairavi.)

19. Teaching self-discipline and control over the five senses; Whose pearls of Divine

kīrtanas teach freedom from obsessive desire and contentment of mind (Many kṛtis, eg

Rūkalu padi, rāga Toḍi).

20. Whose singing Rāma is an ambrosial cascade, the flow of nectar-essence of rāga; Who

enjoyed plunging into the Gaṅgā of Nāda; Whose kīrtanas are delightful to drink in (eg.

Rāgasudhā, rāga AAndolikā).

21. Who had the great snāna in the Gaṅgā of contemplation; Whose sweet drink was the

Gaṅgā of the Name Divine; Whose singing was verily the extremely sacred Gaṅgā; Whose

auspicious kīrtanas are the Jñāna Gaṅgā (eg Dhyāname, rāga Dhanyāsi).

22. Whose saṅgīta is sacred as the Gaṅgā; conferring the fruit of Gaṅgā snāna (jñāna-

mokṣa); the words, expressions andmeanings being the sacred waters of theGaṅgā; kīrtanas

with the speed of the flood of the Gaṅgā.
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23. The venerable Sadguru ᳚Sri Tyāgarājasvāmi; abiding in the mind of śiṣyā Pushpa; the

Deity in the temple of the mind; for Whom these thoughts are the offered flowers.

24. The Light of Truth, resplendent in these letters; the imperishable Gurudeva in these

akṣaras; of lotus feet worshipped by the fragrant flower of true devotion in these akṣaras.

25. The sound and music of these akṣaras; adorned by this garland of akṣaras; sung sweetly

in these akṣaras; worshipped by this akṣarāvalī.

26. One whose saṅgīta and words are imperishable; Whose auspicious sweet kīrtanas are

for ever; Sadgurudeva conferring everlasting glory and happiness;

27. Delighting by the nectar of His songs of everlastingmusic; abiding in the eternal kīrtanas

that give everlasting joy.

28. The great AAcaryadeva; Who sang ᳚Srī Rāma the Bliss; Who revelled in the Self; Who

had conquered the self; the very Image of Bliss of the Self.

29. Deep in experience of the Self; whose excellent kṛtis are the experience of the Self;

awakening ātmajñāna (in the disciple); Sadguru one with the inner self of this disciple.

30. The Supreme Self come to this earth; Who sang sweetly the Lord of the Earth;

Sadgurudeva to be worshipped; granting Fulfilment on this earth.

31. The all-pervading Light of Saṅgīta; Sadgurudeva to be adored; singing praises of the

One (᳚Srī Rāma) praised by ᳚Siva; bringing about the grace of IIśvara.
32. To be worshipped by exalted ślokas; the most exalted Songster; of saṅgita of loving

devotion to the Supreme ᳚Srī Rāma; bringing about supreme happiness.

33. The lofty Peak of Nāda; who worhipped Acyuta at early dawn; the Sun on the high

Himalaya of nāda; the Cuckoo of sweet song, soared high.

34. Whose kritis of adulations are the beauty of dawn; Who worshipped ᳚Srī Rāma at dawn;

sung in the tranquillity of dawn; Whose songs are the Gaṅgā of early morning bath.

35. Gurusvāmi, the supreme Seer; Whose songs are the essence of the vedas; the Adept in

tāla, whose songs are rich in melody; the One whose vowwas sweetly singing (sugāvrata) ᳚Srī
Rāma whose vow was Truth (ṛtavrata)/ the One, singing whose sweet songs is the truthful

vow of this one.

36. The true Devotee of the exclusive ᳚Srī Rāma; Who did tāraka nāma japa in solitude;

granting the alms of exclusive devotion; protecting the exclusive devotee.

37. Experienced within the self, in solitude; abiding in the mind with exclusive devotion;

to be sung with single-minded devotion; the Unique, excellent Songster.
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38. Sung with single-minded devotion; resorted to, with oneness of mind; the unique

Ascetic; Sadguru bringing about oneness with the Self.

39. Whose saṅgīta is the essence of Praṇava; Whose sweet music is the Form of OMkāra;

absorbed in contemplation of OMkāra; delighting in ᳚Srī Rāma, the OMkāra.

40. Whose auspicious saṅgīta is medicinal; singing the Name of ᳚Srī Hari, that is medicinal;

in Nāda Yoga that is conducive to vitality; worshipped melodiously at dawn.

41. Dear to ᳚Srī Rāma dear to the solar race; the One of beautiful ringing voice; of kīrtanas

charming ᳚Srī Rāma of auspicious, charming form.

42. Leading on in ᳚Srī Rāma bhakti, protection for mankind in Kali; Urging worship of Hari

that will melt away the sins of Kali.

43. Of songs on the auspicious ᳚Srī Rāma; of beautiful kṛtis with poetic excellence; ofWhose

kṛtis of praise (on ᳚Srī Rāma) confer auspiciousness; Whose flood of kṛtis destroy the evils

of Kali.

44. Of extremely sweet voice; one with the sweet notes of His singing;Whose saṅgīta wards

of difficulties; granting the boon of sweet voice.

45. Who lived on the banks of Kāveri; who bathed in the waters of the Kāveri; the excellent

Poet describing in sweet melody the loveliness of Kāveri (kṛtis such as Sāri veḍalina, rāgam

Asāverī).

46. The greatest Poet beyond time; of beautiful kīrtanas that are inspired poetry; dāsa of

᳚Srī Rāma, King of the Kākutstha dynasty; the Sun to the Kākarla vaṃśa ( ᳚Srī Tyāgarāja
Svāmi).

47. Of countenance luminous as the sun; of glorious series of kīrtanas; of lustrous large

eyes; of auspicious Feet, whose glory is sung (here).

48. Abiding in the hut of this mind; the Supreme Guru, our Kuladaiva; far from the evil-

minded; the Light of the Kākarla race.

49. Who sang the Lord who took the Kūrmāvatāra (Dīnajanāvana, rāga Bhauli); the

One of flood of kīrtanas overflowing the banks; Singing the Lord reclining on the ocean

( Kṣīrasāgaraśayana, rāga Devagandhāri; Kṣīrasāgaravihāra, rāga AAnandabhairavi); of

heaps of gems of kṛtis.

50. Singing the līlas of Krṣṇa in the delightful musical opera (Naukā Caritram); enabling

cross the troublesome saṃsāra; Sadguru uplifting this piteous disciple.
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51. Singing Keśava with loving devotion; Whose kīrtanas are verily the Himālayan

Gaṅgā (kedāraplava); Granting supreme knowledge; leading to singular Bliss

(kevalānandanāyakaḥ).

52. Singing multitudes of praises of the enemy of Kaiṭabha (Kṛṣṇa); of kīrtanas with the

delight of moonlight; meditating on the Tāraka mantra delighted in by ᳚Siva in Kailāśa;

Whose kīrtanas confer absolution.

53. Singing the bearer of the Kodaṇḍa (Koluvamaregadā, rāga Toḍi); the Form of the

spectrum of the saptasvaras (replete with all the overtones); delighting in Kodaṇḍa Rāma;

Who did japa of the Tārā mantra crores of times.

54. Who sang the Tāraka Nāma of Kauśalyā’s dearmost, virtuous Son; Who had the vision

of the redeeming Form of the Protector of Viśvāmitra’s yāga.

55.Whoworshipped ᳚Srī Rāma according to tradition; Sadguru worshipped uninterruptedly;

the One in samādhi, in regular worship; adored by this series of musical praise.

56. The One giving inspiration; enjoying this work of inspiration, Who created this work;

Whose is this garland of akṣaras in sequence; Who is beyond the ocean of bhakti; singing

᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa for Whom action is sport.

57. Who distances terrible sin and fear; Destroyer of foes like wrath; Whose

kīrtanasare equivalent to theRmyaaMahakvyawith lokas inspired by the kraunca birds.

58. Whose saṅgīta relieves fatigue; Whose ringing sweet voice dispels weariness; Who

enlivens the tormented mind; Whose kīrtanas destroy afflictions.

59. Delighting in the musical sound of the Veena; Whose voice is like the music of the

Veena; abiding in the musical notes of the Veena; Whose kṛtis resound in the music of the

Veena (of this one).

60. Singing the greatness of Sītā the Daughter of the Earth; Songster of ᳚Srī Rāma descended

on Earth; Testimony for Kṣamā dharma;Who forgave the elder brother (who caused endless

torment including burning most of the priceless kīrtanas and throwing the pūja vigraha into

the river).

61. The patient, forgiving Sadgurudeva; Who cleanses the foibles of the one resorted to;

Who worshipped Rāghava with beautiful singing flowing as honey.

62. The celestial Singer (kha-ga)/ the Sun of song— illumining ᳚Srī Rāma the Sun to the

ocean of the solar race; the auspicious quick-flowing Rain of expressions that are the Kṛti

Gaṅgā protecting the devoted singer.
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63. Engaged in the daily discipline of worship with naivedya of milk and rice; mentally

offering the naivedya sanctified by the hands of Sītālakṣmī (AAragimpave —Toḍi).

64. Warning against the siddhis that cause repeated births, wasting away the fruit

of accumulated good; kṣīṇasatphala-janmāvṛttikāra-siddhi-khaṇḍanaḥ (Kṣīṇamai —

Mukhāri); destroying the mental and physical afflictions of the bhakta; demolishing the

multitudes of sins of the bhakta.

65. Whose songs chase away meanness; quietening the agitated mind; the Sun to the

Pañcanada kṣetra; Whose sweet songs are auspicious.

66. Of silken soft speech; of extremely soft silken singing; Who in silken melody and

expressions sang Acyuta— Viṣṇu the Consort of the Daughter of the Earth.

67. The Songster of Viṣṇu with the bird Garuḍa as conveyance; Whose Form is His songs

(gā+ākṛti) sweetest as sugar candy; the Asylum for this one distressed in mind; of excellent

kṛtis reviving the afflicted mind.

68. Whose famous songs are golden; Whose flood of songs are verily the celestial Gaṅgā;

Whose nectarine kṛtis are a bath in the sacred Gaṅgā descended from the heavens.

69. Of extremely sweet and soft speech; Who described the greatness of Acyuta; Who sang

in sweet expressions ᳚Srī Viṣṇu whose conveyance is Garuḍa—feeding on the poison-giving

snake (gara-da-aśana).

70. The poetic inspiration for compositions in prose and metrical verse (on Him by this

one); the Auspicious Form of gadya and padya; Who is the Import and Expressions of

gadya and padya; worshipped by the flowers of gadya and padya.

71. Who sang the progenitor of Gaṅgā (Viṣṇu); of songs with the colour and beauty of the

Gaṅgā; Whose kīrtanas, delved in, are the flood of the Gaṅgā; Whose sweet songs are such

that the one delved in them is verily bathed in the Gaṅgā.

72. Whose singing is a cascade of the Gaṅgā; the One of beautiful sweet singing voice;

Whose songs are the essence of the Gāyatrī; Who worshipped the Sinless One by His songs/

the Sinless One worshipped by His own songs.

73. Who sang sweetly dear ᳚Srī Rāma witnessed on the hill; showing ᳚Srī Rāma witnessed

on the hill clearly in cascading words and expressions (Giripai — Sahānā).

74. Worshipping ᳚Srī Rāma the Brahman by songs in which Sarasvatī abides eternally; the

One, the import of expressions and true essence of Whose songs is the redeeming Name

of ᳚Srī Rāma.
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75. Whose auspicious saṅgīta is the essence of he Bhagavad Gītā; Who sang the Essence

in sweet songs; Revering Vāyuputra, knower of the Bliss of saṅgīta and the import of the

songs. (Gītārthamu — Suraṭi).

76. Whose precious expressions are a fall of nectar; the One quelling mental afflictions

of great magnitude; the Guru teaching the true nature of reality; Gurudeva, the abode of

compassion. (Guruleka — Gaurimanohari).

77. Who has surpassed the three guṇas; the Abode of sāttvik tapas; the Ocean of virtuous

attributes; the One to be praised; the Koel singing the attributes of Hari.

78. Awakening the hidden ātma śakti within (the disciple); sweetly singing the Paramātman

hidden within; to be grasped; the Deity of this house; the Deity of Whose house was dear

᳚Srī Rāma.

79. The King of Song;Who is His songs;Whose golden songs confer everlasting bliss (geya-

gāṅgeya-naitya-ka); theWise One who sang of śaraṇāgati tattva (surrender to the Absolute)

in the musical opera (Naukā Caritram).

80. Absorbed in singing the Names of Govinda, dancing blissfully; one with singing the

cascading Names— Govinda, Hari, Nārāyaṇa (Haridāsuḍu — Yamunā Kalyāṇī).

81. Of nectarine songs cascading as the Gaṅgā from the matted locks of ᳚Siva; fond of daily
pārāyaṇa of ᳚Srīmad Rāmāyaṇa (gmāputrī— Sītā, daughter of the Earth).

82. The One garlanded by this string of akṣaras; Gurudeva, the Lord of this composition;

adding fragrance to/abiding in this flower-garland of delightful adulations strung together.

83. Urging on singing ᳚Srī Hari, to ward off the evils of the grahas (Grahabalamemi, rāga

Revagupti); Whose sweet songs are grasped by this one; Whose songs destroy depression.

84. The One of resounding sweet voice; Whose resonant deep singing is verily nectar; Who

adored by resonant singing Ananta the Destroyer of the dense crowds of sins.

85. The One destroying the multitudinous sins of the bhaktā; Who resounded with the

Names of Viṣṇu, Who is Ananta; quietening the whirling mind; Who sprinkled the nectar

of song on dear ᳚Srī Rāma.

86. The dense Cloud of songs on the compassionate ᳚Srī Rāma of the Solar dynasty

(ghṛṇivaṃśa); absorbed in rhythm and inherent meaning, melodiously singing the

compassionate Mādhava.

87. Singing the tāraka nāma of ᳚Srī Rāma, the Destroyer of terrible demons; Whose saṅgīta

is the bower, resort to this one pained by the uproar of terrible saṃsāra (yasya saṅgītaṃ
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valluram saḥ).

88. The Arbour of songs, dense with pleasantly fragrant flowers of Names Divine; inhaling

the sweet scent of the Name Divine in this fragrant flower garland.

89. The Sun of songs on the One whose eyes are the sun and the moon; the One whose

kīrtanas are delightful as moonlight; Anointed with the sandal paste of the Name of the

Consort of ᳚Srī, anointed with sandal paste.
90. The One singing Paṭṭābhirāma with the glow of gems in the chowrie and the regal

canopy; the excellent Songster of ᳚Srī Rāma, of the beautiful epic ᳚Srīmad Rāmāyaṇa the

essence of Truth.

91. The One Whose songs are of varied hues; Whose kīrtanas are everlasting; Who advises

purity of mind; Who grants long life and freedom from disease.

92. For Whom detachment was the discipline; Who observed musical worship; Whose way

of life was dhyāna and japa; Who followed Nāmasmaraṇa as daily discipline.

93. Of wondrous kīrtanas born out of the anguish upon the disappearance of the pūja

vigraha ( ᳚srī rāma rāma gaurī Emani vEgintunE husEni rānidirādu maNiraGgu tolinEjEsina

᳚suddhabGgāla); Who worshipped the Supreme with His thoughts/ the One one with the

Supreme, worshipped by these thoughts; Who has inspired these multitudinous ślokas.

94. Whose are these metrical stotras of adulations; Who sang ᳚Srī Rāma by kīrtanas born

of His predilections; allaying the anguish of this broken heart; Whose is this garland inlaid

with akṣaras.

95. Mind absorbed in Japamantra; Who did japa of ᳚Srī Rāma Tāraka Mantra; of kīrtanas

worshipping the Delighter of ᳚Srī Whose form is the Japamantra.

96. Singing in captivating rāgas ᳚Srī Rāma of smiling lotus eyes; meditating on the Feet as

the red lotus; singing the form of the Consort of Lakṣmī.

97. The Perfect One, filling His mind with the One Who pervades the entire universe; the

One of virtuous mind, with the self-experience of Parabrahman, the Soul of the universe.

98. Adoring ᳚Srī Rāma the Captivator of the world, by His songs that captivate the world;

of adulations delighting ᳚Srī Rāma the Delighter of the entire world.

99. Who did japa of the Name of ᳚Srī Rāma millions of times; Singing His dearest, the

Consort of Sītā; of kīrtanas, inhibiting rebirth, proclaiming victory to the victorious ᳚Srī
Rāma (jaya jaya ᳚Srī Rāma, sāveri).
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100. Of auspicious kīrtanas on the Name of ᳚Srī Rāma the Essence of His japa, shining in

His mind; Whose thoughts in all states of consciousness like wakefulness and deep sleep,

were always full of ᳚Srī Rāma.

101. Of sweet maṅgalam for the Consort of Jānakī (Jānakīnāyaka — Dhanyāsi); of sweet

kṛtis rich in meaning, proclaiming the greatness of Jānakī (Mā Jānakī — Kāmbodi,

Sariyevare — ᳚Srīrañjanī and so on).
102. Of auspicious kīrtanas sweet as honey that have won over Pushpa’s mind; the self-

conquered One by whom ᳚Srī Rāma was won over/ the One won over by ᳚Srī Rāma who had

conquered Paraśurāma; the Sadguru, asylum for this seeker of True Knowledge.

103. The Saint who was a jīvanmukta (liberated even while on earth); augmenting the life

force; Whose multitudinous kṛtis are the basic support for this one’s life; clearly visible

in/worshipped by these live ślokas.

104. Sadgurudeva to be worshipped; the One constantly remembering ᳚Srī Hari of luminous

Form; of auspicious radiant face; singing in rāgas tranquil as moonlight.

105. Singing, melody and rhythm dancing with the sweet sound of the jhaṅkāraśruti (of the

tambura); one with the nectar-essence of rāga and tāla sweetly sounding in the cymbals.

106. In Whose rain of song as a continuous cascade Madhusūdana was drenched; absorbed

in the rapture of singing, dancing with the jingling sound of cymbals.

107. The exalted One, the Embodiment of totality of saṅgīta with true devotion and jñāna;

teaching detachment and jñāna; Whose kīrtanas are abounding in jñāna.

108. Engaged in worshipping the Consort of Sīta in idol form; the Choice Deity of this

bhaktā, AAcārya worshipped in vigraha form.

109. Enjoying the melody of the Veena; abiding in the music and rhythm of the Veena;

Whose saṅgīta is played on the Veena; the Abode of svara abiding in the Veena.

110. The Melody of the sweet sound of the Veena; Whose voice is heard in the music of

the Veena; the Repose of the rhythm and melody of the Veena; worshipped by His saṅgīta

on the Veena.

111. Singing the Consort of ᳚Srī, the Redeemer; of wonderful redeeming kīrtanas; singing

the Tāraka Nāma of ᳚Srī Rāma, warding off the sufferings of the ascetics.

112. Shining in this dark mind; Whose kīrtanas are the asylum for this seeker of

liberation/the One singing ᳚Srī Rāma the Asylum for the seeker of liberation; Whose

auspicious songs are the sacred Gaṅga; the One of virtuous mind, verily a sacred kṣetra.
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113. Who sang sweet delightful kīrtanas accompanied by the śruti of the tamburā/ Whose

sweet kīrtanas give the happiness of singing with the tamburā śruti; singing, one with the

tamburā, seeing ᳚Srī Rāma within.

114. The extempore Singer of ᳚Srī Laṣmī Nārāyaṇa, blissfully sung by Tumburu; One with

the essence of rhythm and melody in singing sweetly along with the tamburā.

115. Who worshipped happily with tulasi leaves ᳚Srī Rāma worshipped by the celestials

(Tulasīdala — Māyāmālavagaula); delighting in worship with varied flowers like jasmine

and the leaves of tulasī and bilva (Tulasībilva — Kedāragaula).

116. The Ocean of kṛtis with lofty waves; Whose mind is lofty as the Himālaya; in samādhi

beyond the state of turīya; teaching that contentment is wealth.

117. The One to be worshipped in the still mind; abiding in this devoted still mind; the

Flood of nāda arising out of silence, cascading as the Gaṅgā with the sound of OMkāra.

118. Whose ambrosial saṅgita is thirsted for (by this one); giving the nectar of song to this

thirsty one; the nectarine flow of Nāda Gaṅgā resounding with OMkāra, quenching the

thirst (of this one).

119. Causing vital power; Brilliance itself; in the form a glowing Idol (in this pūja gṛha);

the magnificent Form to be worshipped; worshipping the luminous ᳚Srī Rāma.

120. Who rejected the riches gifted by the King (Nidhi tsāla – Kalyāṇī); Whose wealth was

penance, Who gave up everything else (Rāmabhakti – ᳚Suddhabaṅgāla, Padavini –Sālaga
Bhairavi, Kāsicchede – Gaulipantu); Whose life exemplified renunciation, apt to the name

Tyāga Rāja—King of renunciation.

121. Whose touch is comforting to the nervous; by whom this bhakta is protected; quelling

the three afflictions (caused by self, surroundings and Diving dispensation); Whose saṅgīta

transcends the three worlds; forWhom is the delightful flowers of adulation in troṭakameter.

(Ref. to Sadguru ᳚Saraṇāgati Stotras and Gurvaṣṭakam in troṭaka meter by the author).

122. The virtuous Form of restraint, equanimity and so on; Who adored the Victor of the

ten-deaded Rāvaṇa; Who sang elegantly the sport of ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa, the Lord of the daśama

skanda of the Bhāgavata.

123. Who wards off misfortunes caused by the daśās; making daśās good and protecting;

in Whose singing of the Daśāvatāra, the ātmasvarūpa is beheld (Dīnajanāvana – Bhauli).

124. Who had the wonderful vision of Dāśarathī; of inspired songs worshipping Dāśarathī;

Whose saṅgīta destroys the misfortunes of the dāsa; the sweet Songster, the foremost in
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serving the Lord.

125. Who worshipped and sang ᳚Srī Rāma, the Light on the mountain of the solar race,

day and night; illumining by the lamps of His divine songs, ᳚Srī Rāma who illumines the

mountain of the solar race.

126. Of multitudes of divyanāmā kīrtanas; worshipped by sweetly singing His

divyanāmākīrtanas; in the Bliss of divine singing; delighted by singing the Names

Divine.

127. Of Form sparkling in the light of the lamps; Sadguru worshipped by dīpārādhana; the

blazing Light of true knowledge;Who illumined the true nature of the Self that is Brahman.

128. Whose saṅgīta wards off sorrow; Whose auspicious kīrtanas destroy sin; Who is

opposed to wrong ways; of delightful, beautiful songs on ᳚Srī Rāma the Brother of Durgā.

129. Whose Harikīrtanas cut asunder the six enemies (kāma, krodha, lobha, moha, mada,

mātsarya) and destroy bad karma; Who sang the praise of Nṛsiṃha descended to protect

Prahlāda in distress (Prahlāda bhakti vijayam).

130. The widespread Flood of good qualities; Whose flood of krṭis is shoreless; by Whom

the sins of the one resorted to are distanced; by whom tamas and rajas are distanced.

131. Of glory extending far and wide; Whose kīrtanas are widespread; singing that His

widespread fame is His debt to ᳚Srī Rāma (Dāśarathī nī ṛṇamu –Toḍi).

132. Who perceived ᳚Srī Rāma’s True Form; the Auspicious Form to be perceived; granting

the boon to this one desiring vision of Him; granting the wish of sweet singing to this one

with strong devotion.

133. The Divine Singer, Supreme Lord in singing ᳚Srī Rāma the Supreme Lord; absorbed

in thoughts of ᳚Srī Rāma the Truth, Sovereign of the whole earth and the celestials.

134. Who worshipped Rāghava daily with divine, wonderful saṅgīta; singing in several

kīrtanas His conversations with Divine ᳚Srī Rāma (Nāṭimāṭa – Devakriya, Cinnanāṭena –

Kalānidhi, Nāḍāḍina māṭa – Janarañjani, Sākṣiledu – Baṅgāla, Paritāpamu – Manohari,

Giripai – Sahāna).

135. Absorbed in worshipping ᳚Srī Rāma with several kṛtis during ḍolotsava (the swing

festival); absorbed in ᳚Srī Rāma on the swing, singing and dancing.

136. Whose kṛtis are the Gaṅgā removing fatigue, enlivening and delighting; Whose songs

on ᳚Srī Rāma Nāma are medicinal to the depressed.
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137. Doing abhiṣeka of SītāRāma with the flowing nectar of ringing songs; Sadguru

worshiped by the fragrant flowers of His glorious kīrtanas

138. The Songster tender with singing sweet as flowing honey; by Whose sweet songs that

are flowing grape juice this disciple is moved to tears.

139. Delighting in Rāma Nāma that gives comfort and Bliss beyond duality; singing the

dancing sport of ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa, the greatest of Yadus, Lord of Dvārakā.
140. Who sang excellent kṛṭis with beauty of poetry praising Dharmasaṃvardhanī (ĕg:

Nannu kannatalli – Kesarī); Who sang adulations on Lakṣmī, of the eight forms Dhana,

Dhairya, Santāna etc (Kalaśavārdhijām – Ratnaṅgi).

141. Singing to ᳚Srī Rāma, Lord of all, Granter of wealth and prosperity (Durmārgacarā –

Rañjanī); describing tastefully in songs the rain of arrows from ᳚Srī Rama’s bow (ĕvariccirā

– Madhyamāvatī).

142. Of delightful auspicious kīrtanas on the delightful sweet voice of ᳚Srī Rāma the Consort

of Dharaṇijā (Palukukaṇḍa – Navarasa kannaḍa) / auspicious kīrtanas with delightful music

on the choicest Bliss of Dharaṇijā; delighting by sweet singing the extremely charming ᳚Srī
Kṛṣṇa, the Bearer of the mountain.

143. Of kīrtanas of praise on ᳚Srī Rāma, flowing as unobstructed torrent; sweetly singing

adulations of ᳚Sītārāma in cascading kṛtis.

144. Who rained kīrtanas on Acyuta, musical notes showering as a cascade; delighting in

singing ᳚Srī Rāma Nāma that is the Essence, to be held as a vow.

145. Who condemned singing devoid of knowledge and devotion, seeking only material

welfare; the Divine Form dancing with music in worship, to be mediated upon.

146. Singing from the inner depths with firm true devotion to the valiant ᳚Srī Rāma; Whose

reposeful kīrtanas quell the afflictions of the agitated mind.

147. Leading on this one seeking succour, holding the hand; the great Form, giving energy;

Who has imparted this series of ślokās, which is to be recited; singing ᳚Srī Rāma, the

Embodiment of valour.

148. In continuous nectarine Nāmasaṅkīrtanam, melody and rhythm dancing; byWhom all

the sins of the bhaktā are cleansed; Sadguru, dearest to this pure-hearted one.

149. Singing and meditating, passing into samādhi; the great ṝṣi intent in dhyāna; teaching

the greatness of dhyāna (Dhyāname – Dhanyāsi); the Sadguru to be attained by dhyāna.
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150. Whose kīrtanas praise the victory of steadfast true devotion of Prahlāda (Prahlāda

Bhakti Vijayam); Who has bequeathed multitudes of auspicious kīrtanas that give true

fulfilment.

151. Of kīrtanas worshipping the birthless ᳚Srī Rāma, brother of Pārvatī; of kīrtanas

ornamenting ᳚Srī Rāma well ornamented by the nine gems.

152. Whose daily offering to ᳚Srī Rāma was milk and fresh butter with/of sweet singing;

Who worshipped dear ᳚Srī Rāma daily with ever-new and fresh kṛtis of adulations.

153. Who sang the vision of Nārada Svāmi always in remembrance of Nārāyaṇa Hari (᳚Srī

Nāradamuni – Bhairavi); the Receptacle of the full grace of Nārada Gurusvāmi.

154. The Knower of the secrets of the musical treatise Svarārṇava given by Nārada; of

beautiful kīrtanas of praise delightfully describing the vision of ᳚Srī Nārada (as in a mirror)

(᳚Srī Nāradamuni – Bhairavi, Nāradamuni – Pantuvarālī, Vara Nārada – Vijayaśrī, Nārada

Gurusvāmi – Darbār, ᳚Srī Nārada – Kānaḍa).
155. Sweetly singing Nārāyaṇa Hari, absorbed in nāmasaṅkīrtana; leading in the virtuous

path of nādopāsana; the Human Form of Nādabrahman.

156. Who worshipped ᳚Srī Rāma with Nāda; of excellent kṛtis for Nadopāsana; teaching the

virtuous path of Nāda; the very Form of the nectar essence of Nāda.

157. Who sang and worshipped with flowers of the Name divine, dear ᳚Srī Rāma abiding in

the mind; worshipping Hari in the seat of the mind sparkling with nāda and svara.

158. Who sang His dear ᳚Srī Rāma, worshipping with varied flowers and the flower of

his heart; Whose happiness was the Names Divine, that were the flowers of worship of

Ramākānta who delights in nāda (Nāmakusuma – ᳚Srīrāgam).

159. Of kīrtanas of worship of ᳚Srī Rāma Who is in the scriptures; of ever-new and fresh

kīrtanas on ᳚Srī Viṣṇu (artha), the Essence of the scriptures/ kīrtanas that have condensed
the scriptures.

160. Urging on nādopāsana at dawn, relinquishing sleep (Kaddanuvāriki –Toḍi); Sadguru

worshipped by singing at early dawn by this śiṣyā giving up sleep.

161. Who worshipped with innate devotion ᳚Srī Rāma, who is Viṣṇu (rāma sva), the true

devotee’s Own (nijadāsasva); Whose life exemplified desireless bhakti and attachment to

᳚Srī Rāma.

162. Captivated by the glory of ᳚Srī Rāma, bright as the blue sky; the Cloud raining songs

on ᳚Srī Rāma, of form dark as the rain-cloud.
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163. Who offered His resonant singing to ᳚Srī Rāma of blue form dark as a dense cloud; the

pure One singing ᳚Srī Rāma of clear blue form.

164. Of the beautiful kṛti, alliterations dancing, on the glory of Nīlāyatakṣi (Karmame

Balavantamāye – Sāveri); Who poured out His mental state at the lovely lotus feet of

Nīlaveṇi, Goddess Nīlāyatākṣi.

165. Who adored and sang the praise of the reposeful, redeeming Name of ᳚Srī Rāma; the

great AAcārya, the Redeemer, adored and sung by these ślokas of praise.

166. Delighting by the shower of fresh, beautiful kīrtanas that are the essence of Truth;

delighted by the fragrance of loving devotion in this string of flowers of fresh ślokas.

167. The One who composed the musical opera (Prahlāda Bhakti Vijayam), Rāgadevata

beautifully dancing, with swaying laya, describing Prahlāda’s rapture on the vision of Lord

Nṛsiṃha.

168. Extremely delighted by the Name of the extremely beautiful ᳚Srī Rāma, a delight to the

eyes; very much infatuated by ᳚Srī Rāma’s extremely charming Form, a feast for the eyes.

169. Fond of the offering of daily singing (by this bhaktā); delighted by this daily

worship; bringing about freedom from action and consequence; Sadguru distinguished by

detachment.

170. Who sang in Naukā Caritram (the musical opera), the sport of ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa with the

Gopis; teaching exclusive surrender to Viṣṇu (saḥ), as uttered (by ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa) in the boat.
171. Worshipped with apt flowers and songs; Who worshipped Acyuta with pleasing songs;

AAcārya removing shortcomings and wants; Whose auspicious songs remove deficiencies.

172. Sadguru Who attained oneness with ᳚Srī Rāma on pañcamī tithi (puṣya bahula);

Sadguru worshipped by flowers of Nāmasaṅkīrtana (by Pushpa).

173. Whose sweet singing of ᳚Srī Rāma Nāma is the enjoyable drink of nectar essence; of

auspicious kṛtis gladdening ᳚Srī Rāma the ̈ueller of the arrogance of the ocean.

174. Sweetly singing ᳚Srī Rāma in koel-like voice; Whose kīrtanas bring about peace,

reviving the troubled mind.

175. With the rapture of the ambrosial drink of the Name Divine; giving the drink

of nectarine song; ornamenting Hari clad in golden garments, with golden kīrtanas of

adulation.

176. Whose songs are the sacred Gaṅgā; the inspired Singer of the Ancient Puruṣa; Lotus

Feet worshipped by flowers/ by Pushpa; adored by this shower of flowers of adulations.
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177. Of heart-melting kīrtanas born of the torture of the elder brother (ĕg: AAdaya –

AAhiri); singing perfectly the perfect, complete Incarnation of the Lord, giving perfect

happiness.

178.Who sang the Consort of ᳚Srī, born on earth, in prolific kīrtanas;Who rejected as trivial

the riches sent by the king.

179. Songster of ᳚Srī Rāma the Bliss, Whose nāmasaṃkīrtana was nectarine drink; Who

worshipped the tender Feet of Ananta with delicate, fragrant flowers.

180. Who worshipped the ancestral vigraha of ᳚Srī Sītā Rāma; Who composed sacred kṛtis

in abundance as worship of the ancestral vigraha.

181. The sacred AAcāryadeva of sacred, beautiful kīrtanas; Who sang repeatedly in His

kīrtanas the greatness of the Name Divine.

182. The excellent Poet singing the story of devotion of Prahlāda inHis opera; Of auspicious

kṛtis rich in wisdom, that sang the glory of the Name.

183. Who sang the tāraka mantra of ᳚Srī Rāma the Brahman hidden in the praṇava; one

with ᳚Srī Rāma Tāraka, the mantra resounding in praṇava.

184. Who worshipped and sang before dawn the excellent Form of ᳚Srī Sītā Rāma (Meluko

– Bhauli); the One in human Form, of sāttvik singing absorbed in the sound of the tamburā,

before dawn (Koluvamaregada – Toḍi, Meluko – Sauraṣṭram).

185. Of the beautiful kṛti advising tuneful singing before dawn, with clear pure mind

(Kaddanuvāriki – Toḍi); the Deity of musical svara, one with the sweet nāda of the veena

singing at early dawn (by this one)/ the Divinity of susvara absorbed in singing at early

dawn that is verily the sweet sound of the veena.

186. Worshipped by singing with pure mind, one with the tamburā, at early dawn (by this

one); the Sadguru within this disciple totally absorbed in singing at early dawn.

187. The AAcārya one with the life-breath of this disciple; of enlivening kīrtanas

(Nājīvādhāra – Bilahari); worshipped and sung by these flowers of inspiration; the Cause

for these poetic inspirations.

188. Singing the mystery of praṇava nāda arising out of the union of life breath and the fire

within (Mokṣamu – Sāramāti); Whose auspicious vow was nādopāsanā that is life-giving,

enlivening and Blissful.

189. Who sang and spoke lovingly to His God ᳚Srī Sītā Rāma; talking affectionately and

reviving this one exclusively surrendered unto Him.
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190. Who called out to His dear God ᳚Srī Rāma, talking with tender affection (Rāma Rāma

nīvāramu – AAnandabhairavi, Divya nāma kīrtana); raining anugraha on this bhakta with

tender affectionate glance.

191. Who did abhiṣeka of ᳚Srī Rāma by sprinkling the holy water of His wonderful saṅgīta;

the Venerable One whose songs are rich in love for ᳚Srī Rāma; replete with loving devotion.

192. Offering His loving sweet songs to ᳚Srī Rāma, the very image of love; the affectionate

Sadgurudeva; offered the singing of these loving ślokas.

193. Who has sprinkled His sacred Saṅgīta Gaṅgā and purified this disciple; the Sacred

One Whose kīrtanas are the Gaṅgā of cascading svaras that are delight to delve in.

194. The Spontaneous Singer of ᳚Srī Nārāyaṇa reclining on AAdiśeṣa; Who had the vision

of the Truth, the Lord of ᳚Srī; the One causing fulfillment.

195. Doing japa of the delightful, redeeming Nāma dear to ᳚Siva; Singing the Form of the

redeeming ᳚Srī Rāma of beautiful eyes as the full-bloomed lotus.

196. Of manifold kīrtanas on the delightful sport of ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa the younger brother of

Balarāma; the import, emotion and the essence that is Truth of Whose songs was known to

the strong Māruti (Gītārthamu – Suraṭi).

197. Who adored and sang kīrtanas of worship of Rāghava even at a very tender age

(Namo namo Rāghavāya—Punnāgavarali); Who experienced friendly conversation with

᳚Srī Rāma even at a young age (Cinnanāṭanā – Kalānidhī; Nāḍāḍina – Janarañjanī, Nāṭi

māṭa – Devakriya and so on).

198. Describing tastefully the divine words uttered by the child Rāma to His mother (Rāma

Rāma Rāma lāli – Sahāna); singing the pleasing veṇu gāna of Bāla Kṛṣṇa (Veṇugānalola –

Kedāragaula).

199. Who beheld the brilliance that is ᳚Srī Sītā Rāma in the sacred cave of the heart; the

Muni whose singing is worship with flowers of the Names Divine of ᳚Srī Rāma the Truth in

the cavern of the heart.

200. The Deity contemplated upon in the cave of this heart; illumining the sacred place of

the cave of this heart; the AAcārya perceived in the cave of this heart; Whose temple is the

sacred place of this cave of a heart/ Whose heart is the sacred cave-temple for Viṣṇu.

201. Whose mind was absorbed in contemplation of ᳚Srī RāmaWhose form is the bījākṣara

(OM); giving upadeśa of the bījamantra; causing sharp intellect.
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202. Knowing the All-knowing ᳚Srī Rāma; Singing Rāma the Protector of the wise; of nature

beyond the intellect; granting protection and the alms of intelligence.

203. Describing the nature of ᳚Srī Rāma, Giver of great happiness; giving upadeśa of the

Name of ᳚Srī Rāma, Destroyer of afflictions of great magnitude.

204. Singer of the Tāraka nāma of ᳚Srī Rāma that causes great exhilaration; describing the

sadguṇas of ᳚Srī Rāma in greatly delightful songs.

205. The Lamp of sweet song, of great brilliance; Whose excellent kṛtis are of widespread

fame; the AAcārya granting great intellect and understanding; the Sadguru of great glory.

206. Raining songs falling as a huge cascade, by which the Redeemer ᳚Srī Rāma was

drenched; the Sadguru showered by this rain of ślokas falling as a huge cascade.

207. Enraptured by the vision of ᳚Srī Rāma, of the form great Brilliance; Who ornamented

Rāghava by gems of rāgas sparkling with great beauty.

208. Of sweet-sounding voice; Singing Acyuta, the Primal Cause; Sadgurudeva Who is

Knowledge itself; Who taught immortal kīrtanas.

209. The Sāttvik AAcārya beyond intellect; Whose kīrtanas augment knowledge; the

Sadguru awakening knowledge of the Supreme Brahman beyond the intellect.

210. Who taught the right way of nādopāsana with true devotion of the Consort of ᳚Srī; of
multitudes of kīrtanas to be understood; Sadguru, the Deity, the Awakened.

211. Whose tranquil, excellent kṛtis sing the Light of the solar race; of kṛtis glowing with

the Supreme Bliss of the Consort of ᳚Srī, Lord of the universe.
212. Whose songs, teaching the true nature of reality, are the resort for the seeker of

knowledge of Truth;Whose kīrtanas, condensing the truth of reality, with essence of beauty

give supreme Bliss.

213. The Light of Brahma Jñāna; Sadguru,Who is Brahman;Who sang ᳚Srī Rāma the Truth,

the Brahman; the Ascetic, constantly established in Brahman.

214. Who did abhiṣeka of Viṣṇu ( ᳚Srī Rāma) with honeyed singing, in the tranquillity of

dawn; urging on pleasing nādopāsana at pre-dawn.

215. The Sadguru, lotus feet bathed in the flood of tears of this bhaktā; the Sole Refuge for

this bhaktā; Sadguru, Support for this bhaktā.

216. The One leading in the path of devotion; teaching that saṅgīta should be with bhakti

(Saṅgīta jñānamu – Dhanyāsi); of excellent songs warding off the cycle of births and

rebirths; of kīrtanas delighting ᳚Siva.
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217. Intent in contemplation of the tāraka nāma adored by ᳚Siva; of mind devoted to ᳚Srī
Rāma Who wards off the sorrows of saṃsāra.

218. The Abode of the comfort of ᳚Srī RāmaMantra that takes across the ocean of saṃsāra;

the Abode of the tāraka mantra of the Consort of ᳚Srī, repeated by ᳚Siva, the Consort of

Bhavāni.

219. The Glory of this creation of devotion; the Sadguru, Cause of this creation; the Import

of this creation sprung from the Divine; the One of glory beyond conception.

220. Giving upadeśa of the Rāma Mantra that is medicinal and gladdening to the broken

heart; Whose singing resounds with the great tāraka nāma of ᳚Srī Rāma the Detroyer of fear.

221. The Creator of delightful, auspicious kīrtanas that confer enjoyment and liberation;

the Singer of praises of ᳚Srī Rāma the Basis and Support of the universe.

222. Whose Iṣṭa Daiva was the Consort of the Daughter of the Earth; shining forth in

His kīrtanas on ᳚Srī Rāma; delighting in singing softly and sweetly at early dawn ᳚Srī Rāma

Captivator of Sītā’s heart.

223. Leading with parental affection this dependent one; pacifying the whirling mind; of

reviving kīrtanas that are the medicinal drink of the essence of the Name Divine.

224. Cooing in the cage of song the Name that delights Pārvatī (Parvati delights in listening

to Rāma nāma recited by the parrot on her shoulder— Hetsarika gā, Yadukulakāmbhoji);

Whose kīrtanas are the torrent of the Gaṅgā on the head of ᳚Siva.
225. The Celestial Singer with love for the Consort of ᳚Srī; Remover of thirst for material

enjoyment; in Whose delightful kīrtanas that confer enjoyment and liberation Mādhava

smiles.

226. Enhancing the charm of dawn by the kritis of adulations in Bhauli Rāga

(Melukovaiyya, Dīnajanāvana); delighting at all times by multitudes of kṛtis, ᳚Srī Rāma

manifested on earth.

227. Whose songs on the Truth allay confusion; Whose kīrtanas remove delusion; the

Luminous One with the brilliance of knowledge of the Truth; won over by the brilliance of

Viṣṇu.

228. One with the brilliant ᳚Srī Rāma manifest in the mind concentrated between the brows;

Sadguru Whose Form is brilliance, manifest in this mind concentrated between the brows.

229. Singing the Supporter of this earth, Lord Viṣṇu, Who tears asunder the veils of

arrogance, jealousy etc (Teratīyagarāda – Gaulipantu); the Brilliant Poet singing extempore
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Lord Viṣṇu majestic as the mount Meru (Meru samāna – Māyāmālavagaula).

230. Resplendent with great genius; of sweet voice singing the great Rāma Mantra; the

Tranquil One of pure mind/ by Whom this mind is purified; Sadguru worshipped by these

thoughts.

231. Of singing full of sweetness; gracing with sweetness of expression; delighting in

Viṣṇu, the delight of Lakṣmī (mā-ramā-ārāma-sa-ārāmo); in Whose mind shines Rāma

the Brahman.

232. Of kīrtanas seeking ᳚Srī Ramaṇa, the Wind to the clouds of illusion; Sadguru sought

for by disciple whirled about in the forest of illusion.

233. Who worshipped the Lord of the solar race; Who won Raghūttama as Friend; Who is

the Word and Import of these sweet ślokas; the Sweet Singer, of frugal speech.

234. Beautifully singing the One who incarnated as the Fish and so on—Daśāvatāra kīrtana

Dīnajanāvana, (Bhauli); the limitless Ocean of sweet song; Conversing with ᳚Srī Viṣṇu the
Brother of Mīnākṣī; the Ocean of svaras, shores unseen.

235. Raining songs from the cloud of inner happiness; Delighting by kṛtis on Murāri/

Delighting Murāri by kṛtis / Delighting in composing kṛtis on Murāri; the great Sage to

be worshipped; Singing the Names Mukunda, Hari.

236. Declaring that the flood Nāda arising from the mūlādhāra is the form of praṇava; Who

knows the mysteries of nāda vidyā including mūrcchanā, svarabheda and so on (Vararāga

– Ceñcukāmboji).

237. One of soft, sweet, sāttvik words; the soft-hearted excellent Singer/ granting the boon

of singing to this soft-hearted one; worshipping ᳚Srī Rāma of soft speech by His sweet, soft

music.

238. The soft-voiced Koel; Whose soft singing is a flow of honey; Who delighted dear ᳚Srī
Rāma by soft singing in honey-sweet voice.

239. Of genius lofty as the Meru; Whose genius shines forth in His kīrtanas; the Cloud of

sweet songs on the Cloud-hued One; the flow of Whose brilliant songs confer happiness

and wisdom.

240. The good Friend of ᳚Srī Rāma, Consort of Maithilī ; the Friendly-minded; the sweet

Singer of the Consort of Maithilī; Fond of the song of ᳚Srī Vālmīki ( ᳚Srīmad Rāmāyaṇam).

241. Spontaneous Singer of loving songs on ᳚Srī Rāma, dearest to Maithilī; the inspired

Singer of the essence of the Rāmāyaṇa sung by Vālmīki.
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242. Bringing about attainment of mokṣa; Whose blisstful kīrtanas are liberating; Whose

teachings dispel delusion; Who was captivated by the fascinating Consort of ᳚Srī.
243. To be worshipped by silent meditation and sweet singing; the resplendent Sage, truly

worshipped; attainable by silence and contemplation; the Supreme Guru worshipped by

silence.

244. Contemplated in the silent mind; perceived in silent contemplation; teaching by silent

upadeśa; Whose resounding sweet voice is felt in the silence.

245. The supreme Ascetic, the great Jñāni; the sāttvik One of restrained mind; Whose

dearest was/ Who was most dear to ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa, the Yaduśreṣṭha; delighting the Delighter of
the Yadus.

246. Of excellent singing of the delightful ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa— Yādavārāma/ Whose excellent

singing delights ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa; singing ᳚Srī Rāma reposeful in the mind of Lakshmī— yā; One

absorbed in the sweet nāda within the Light ᳚Srī Rāma the tranquil One within the two-

syllable mantra Rā-ma (ra after ya and ma after bha) .

247. Who adored and sang dear Rāma the Protector of Viśvāmitra’s yāga, all His life;

Tyāgabrahma GuruPrabhu, remembered and contemplated lifelong (by this bhaktā).

248. Of single-minded contemplation of ᳚Srī Rāma; Who adhered to ᳚Srī Rāma japa as a

vrata; to be worshippedwith absorbed singing; Sadguru, the apt satsaṅga (good association).

249. Of flood of kṛtis as the swiftest Gaṅgā; fond of singing the Name of the One dear to

Lakṣmī (yā+iṣṭa); always established in yoga, for Whom singing was most loved; Sadguru

for Whom saṅgīta was yoga.

250. Who praised the redeeming ᳚Srī Rāma with reposeful saṅgīta that is yoga; delighting

by singing the extremely pleasing Name of the delightful, youthful ᳚Srī Rāma.

251. The Lord of singing the Lord of the Raghus; the supreme in sweetly singing the

Supreme of the Raghus; delighting in the attribute of Raghu Rāma; adoring the Delighter

of the Raghus (Vandanamu – Sahāna).

252. The Songster, the Crest Jewel of a bhakta, of ᳚Srī Rāma; singing the glory of the Name

Auspicious, of ᳚Srī Rāma the Truth, the delight of Sītā.

253. InWhose elegant music and lyrics, the beauty of melody and rhythm sparkle; the great

Poet giving the drink of the sweet elixir of the Name Divine.

254. The One swaying to the rhythm and melody of the rāga; the Abode of the elegance

of rāga and tāla; Who worshipped Raghuśreṣṭha with love; lovingly singing ᳚Srī Rāma’s
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beautiful Name.

255. Singing the beauty of Sīta and Rāma melodiously with love for ᳚Srī Rāma; Singing ᳚Srī
Rāma in kīrtanas of beautiful rāgas dancing with extreme love for ᳚Srī Rāma.

256. Delighting in singing the pleasing ᳚Srī Rāma; the Ocean of essence of Rāma bhakti;

the Garden of delight for ᳚Srī Rāma; of songs delighting ᳚Srī Rāma.

257. Reposeful in japa “ Rāma Rāma᳚; singing the sweetly Name Divine, in which ᳚Srī Rāma

delights; absorbed in meditating on ᳚Srī Rāma the Truth; Whose thought is always japa of

᳚Srī Rāma mantra.

258. Of excellent songs on the Slayer of foes;Whose excellent kīrtanas course as the Gaṅgā;

singing in a beautiful voice dear ᳚Srī Rāma of lovely form (Lāvaṇya Rāma – Pūrṇaṣaḍjam).

259. The One of rich lineage in saṅgīta (saṅgītaraivata) who sang Lord ᳚Srī Rāma in a

resounding, sweet voice (rebhasusvara); the AAcārya causing rapture; the Sweet Singer of

silvery voice.

260. Singing extempore in Tapastīrthapura (Lālguḍi) praise of Goddess Lalitā augmenting

auspiciousness ( Lalite – Bhairavī, Lālguḍi Pañcaratnam); the fit Receptacle of the anugraha

of ᳚Srīman Nārāyaṇa Brother of Lalitā.

261. Who worshipped Lord Viṣṇu (Ananta) singing effortlessly; delighting in singing the

Delighter of Lakṣmī; Blissful in singing the Consort of Lakṣmī; delighting in laya, rāga and

svara.

262. Delighting in the lovely ᳚Srī Rāma (Lāvaṇya Rāma – Pūrṇaṣaḍjam); Who indulged in

Viṣṇu, beloved of Lakṣmī (sā); the Delighter in sweet singing, dancing in the rapture of

divyanāmasaṅkīrtanam.

263. The Abode of the Tāraka Nāma of ᳚Srī Rāma, lovingly uttered by ᳚Siva; Whose sweet

singing of the Tāraka Nāma was a joy and delight to ᳚Siva.
264. AAcārya worshipped by flowers of this writing/ by Pushpa with this writing; anointed

by the sandal-paste of this writing; Whose nature is beyond this writing; Who is seen in the

form of this writing.

265. Singing in Hismusical opera (Naukā Caritram) the delightful sport of ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa, skilful
in the creation and protection of this universe as sport; in Whose virtuous form susvara is

merged; worshipped (by this bhaktā) with mind absorbed in Him.

266.Making the confusedmind clear; calming the agitatedmind; to be worshipped by these

plucked flowers of akṣaras; by Whom faults and sins are destroyed.
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267. Of abundant virtues to be written about;Who has written His own story (here); shining

in the form of His writings; garlanded by these ślokas caused to be written by Him.

268. Intent on worshipping the Lord of the universe; winning over the Protector of the

world by His sweet singing; devoted to sweetly singing the Preserver of the earth; Whose

songs destroy all afflictions.

269. Whose nature is beyond worldly; Who condemns worldly attachments; adorning by

His kṛtis ᳚Srī Rāma the Supreme Deity of this world and beyond.

270. Intimate with the choice Consort of the beautiful Sītā; of extremely sweet singing

voice; to be worshipped by the choice saptasvaras; granting the boon of excellent sweet

singing.

271. The One enjoying the excellent sweet musical notes; of streaming excellent sweet

singing; of excellent flute-like sweet voice; Who has won over the celestials by excellent

singing.

272. Who beheld with exhilaration Nārada with his great veena (᳚Srī Nāradamuni Gururāya

– Bhairavi, Nāradamuni – Pantuvarāli, Prahlāda Bhakti Vijayam); in the depths of the ocean

of svara that is ᳚Srī Nārada’s saṅgīta.
273. Abiding in the sweet sound of the veena; delighted by the sweet music of the veena;

worshipped by His kīrtanas sounding soft and sweet in the veena.

274. Whose excellent kīrtanas are the good association; Who sang beautifully the

Saptasthānotsava (at Tiruvaiyāru, Mutsaṭa – Madhyamāvatī); delighting in beautiful svara

and rāga; pleasing the Lotus-eyed Lord with sweet singing.

275. Of perfect wealth of expressions; giving the boon of richness of expression; Who

clothed ᳚Srī Rāma with the garment of expressions; Sadguru clothed with the garment of

these expressions.

276. Knower of the nature of the AAtman; Whose music is characteristically distinct; in

Whose pure heart is the resplendent Viṣṇu Whose conveyance is Garuḍa.

277. Far from material attachment; Sadguru distinguished by detachment; bringing about

acquisiion of vidyā; Sadguru worshipped with humility (by this one).

278. Very pleased by veena gāna; of voice soft as the music of the veena; happy with singing

His kīrtanas along with the veena; worshipped by veena music along with singing.

279. Fond of musical worship with singing absorbed in the sweet sound of the veena; the

Supreme Guru happy with worship by Pushpa, singing with the veena.
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280. Perspicuous in veena gāna; Whose excellent kṛtis are played on the veena; pleased

with veena music; smiling in the soft music of the veena.

281. Who sang His God dear ᳚Srī Rāma and worshipped Him with tulasī leaves and flowers

(Tulasīdala – Māyāmālavagaula); delighting in worshipping by His numerous songs, ᳚Srī
Kṛṣṇa, the Delighter in Vṛndāvana (Vṛndāvana lola – Toḍi).

282. Singing ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa the Gānasvarūpa, enjoying veṇu gāna (Veṇugāna – Kedāragaula);

Adoring ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa with beautiful singing, voice sweet as the music of the flute.

283. The Knower of the nature of the Truth in the Vedānta; Who sang the essence of the

Vedas and Vedānta; Whose kīrtanas sing the inherent Reality, of the Vedas, śāstras and

Upaniṣads.

284. Of fast-flowing flood of kṛtis; Whose auspicious kīrtanas are the sound of the

Vedas; singing about ᳚Srī Rāma’s residence (in His house) to the resounding of vedaghoṣa

(Muripemu – Mukhāri).

285. Whose way of life was detachment and renunciation; for Whom Vaikuṇṭha Nātha was

dearmost; singing ᳚Srī Rāma the Fortune of Vaidehi; describing the magnificent festivities

of ᳚Srī Raṅga.
286. Adoring Vaibhoga Raṅganātha with His music rich in bhāva; the excellent Poet singing

the beauty of Vaibhoga Raṅga in garment of pearls (mutyāngi).

287. Themanifest Deity of Susvara; permeating these ślokas on Him, around Him; soothing

the agitation of the distressed one; destroying physical and mental afflictions and fear.

288. The Greatest One of golden qualities; granting auspiciousness and long life; by

Whose gems of kṛtis, sparkling in hundreds of rāgas, Viṣṇu — Sītā Rāma is garlanded

(Rāgaratnamālīkace – Rītigaula).

289. The Form of OMkāra Brahman; of voice one with the sound of OMkāra; of extremely

soft, sweet tone; giving tranquillity beyond sound.

290. One with the comfort of a tranquil mind; with a voice of molten gold; whose nectarine

songs give permanent Bliss even as the heavenly Gaṅgā flowing on earth.

291. Singing sweetly the auspicious, blissful Name, in which Ramā revels and Pārvatī

delights; of inspired kṛtis on Rāma the Brother of Pārvatī; singing the auspicious Name

in which ᳚Siva revels.
292. Contemplated single-mindedly by this śiṣyā; worshipped with loving devotion by this

śiṣyā; Gurusvāmi resorted to by this śiṣyā; the God, with parental affection for this śiṣyā.
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293. Enlivening by the cool touch; giving dīkṣā by tranquil tender glance; of flood of

excellent kṛtis even as the flood of the cool Gaṅgā.

294. The Sadācārya, the very form of Light; of lovely kīrtanas that confer auspiciousness;

describing the extremely auspicious attributes of Viṣṇu the Recliner on AAdiśesha.

295. Of kīrtanas dispelling dejection and emptiness, on the charming qualities of the

Consort of ᳚Srī; the Lofty Himālaya of songs describing the lofty guṇas of Viṣṇu ᳚Seshaśāyī.
296. The sacred One lofty as a mountain; steadfast and firm as a rock in His vrata; Whose

saṅgīta removes laxity and weakness of mind; of songs of praise like a mountain cascade.

297. Leading in the path of Nādopāsana by virtuous kīrtanas warding off grief; singing the

essence of ᳚Srīmad Rāmāyaṇa, the epic born of (Vālmīki’s) dejection, in nectarine kīrtanas.

298. Of beautifully dancing kīrtanas with resounding lovely svaras (᳚Sobhillu saptasvara –

Jaganmohini); the Divinity called Sadgurusvāmi; adoring and singing the valiant ᳚Srī Rāma.

299. Singing and praising ᳚Syāmasundara ᳚Srī Rāma, the all-pervading Energy

(᳚Syāmasundarāṅga – Dhanyāsi); delighting in the Pushpāvali of beautiful ślokas of

this devoted śiṣyā.

300. The very Image of the ānanda of Divyanāma saṅkīrtana that makes weariness flow

away; augmenting true knowledge, saṅgīta with true devotion in the this one with resorted

to Him.

301. The Receptacle of ᳚Srī Nārada Gurusvāmi’s blessings and the musical treatise

Svarārṇava; immersed in the ocean of svaras in singing as upāsana, the Consort of ᳚Srī
(᳚Srīpa priya—Aṭhāṇā).

302. Singing sweetly “ ᳚Srīkānta, ᳚Srīkara᳚ pleasantly resounding like a bell, Whose kīrtanas

are dear to ᳚Srīdhara, abiding in ᳚Srī’s beautiful mind.

303. Absorbed in nāmasaṅkīrtana one with śruti, rāga and laya; the Luminous Form

absorbed in singing, encircled by the sweet sound of the śruti

304. The Sadguru, ears attuned to the rich, high, beautiful upper partials (overtones of the

Tamburā); the Expert in śruti śāstra; of singing voice one with śruti.

305. The AAcārya of music leading to final emancipation; teaching His most auspicious

songs; raining song, nectar to the ear; Sadguru served willingly and obediently.

306. Of saṅgīta with smooth-flowing words and expressions; pervading these flowers of

ślokas; causing sārūpyam to the bhaktā with true devotion, clung to Him; delighted by this

string of flowers of slokas.
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307. Who has Himself versified His great glory; Who has inspired these ślokas; the

Fragrance of this flower-garland of ślokas; the Honey of inspired singing, of the flowers

of these ślokas.

308. AAcārya worshipped by the flowers of breath (of this one); Sadguru mingled in the

life breath (of this one); established in the seat of this placid mind; the Sadguru causing

auspiciousness.

309. Of the beautiful kṛti of praise on Lord Subrahmaṇya the Protector of those seeking

refuge (Nīvaṇṭi daivamu – Toḍi); of several kṛtis, full of inner devotion, on ᳚Srī Rāma.

310. Singing in ṣāḍava and auḍava rāgas, with resounding svaras, basis being the ṣaḍja;Who

worshipped Rāma with sweet singing and the ṣoḍaśopacāra (sixteen stages of worship).

311. On the pinnacle of saṅgīta yoga; the Ocean of essence of beautiful saṅgīta; the Sea of

the seven notes; the embodied Form of the saptasvaras.

312. AAcārya, the incarnation of saṅgīta; the Flow of honey of saptasvaras; the essential

Sweetness of saṅgīta; the swelling Ocean of saṅgīta.

313. The One to be worshipped with saṅgīta svaras; the sweet Ambrosia of saṅgīta svara;

the Bliss of the sweet svaras of saṅgīta; delighted by saṅgītopāsanā.

314. Sadgurusvāmi sung here; abiding in the essence of this saṅgīta; Who sang Sītā Rāma;

Whose kīrtanas are the essence of saṅgīta.

315. Teaching saṅgīta jñāna with bhakti through His excellent kīrtanas (Saṅgītajñānamu –

Dhanyāsī); AAcāryadeva giving the alms of of saṅgīta jñāna as a boon (to this one).

316. Whose excellent kṛtis are the flood of the Gaṅga in which Viṣṇu the Progenitor of

Gaṅgā delves; Whose saṅgīta is the streaming Gaṅga; the Form of the tranquillity of the

Gaṅga.

317. The Great Soul, of sattva guṇa; the sāttvik and compassionate One, Abode of all

virtues; the supreme Yogi of sattva saṅgīta; the Abode of the essence of the saptasvaras.

318. Whose kṛtis beautifully sing ᳚Srī Rāma Nāma that drives away fear of saṃsāra; the

cool Stream of sweet song, the Resort to this one afflicted by the heat of saṃsāra.

319. The sāttvik Glory in this Sahasra; of tens of thousands of kīrtanas;Who sang thousands

of Names of the Divine; garlanded by these thousands of flowers.

320. Who spontaneously sang ᳚Srī Rāma; of virtuous kṛtis inherently blissful; Sadguru

worshipped by these thousands of spontaneous inspired ślokas.
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321. Of saṅgita delighting the Delight of Lakṣmī (sā); the Sweet-voiced, of exhilarating

singing; the Ocean of nectarine songs on the nectarine Name of the One hidden in the

sāgara (pāhikalyāNarāma, kāpi, divyanāma).

322. Whose satkīrtanas are the temple where abides ᳚Srī Rāma of Sāketa, Ayodhyā

(Sāketaniketana – Kannaḍa); of kīrtanas ornamenting ᳚Srī Rāma with Consort Sītā,

beautifully ornamented.

323. Perceiving Acyuta Who witnesses all (Sākṣiledani—Baṅgāla); the stream of sweet

song as essence of the Essence; enjoying singing the One who delights in sāmagāna; singing

the import of the Vedas such as Sāma.

324. The great Saint enjoying sweet singing; intently devoted to nectarine singing of the

Essence; whose lyrics are of delicate beauty; with the nectar of melody and rhythm blended

in the lyrics.

325. Who causes attainment of complete jñāna; Sadguru leading to fulfilment; Who has

imparted richness to these ślokas; of kīrtanas on the Consort of ᳚Srī, granting absolution.
326. Delighting in the voice of Sītā Rāma/ Delighting Sītā Rāma by His music; delighting in

Sītā Rāma in the mind; worshipping vigraha of ᳚Srī Rāma accompanied by Sītā and brother

Lakṣmaṇa.

327. The One, mind ever absorbed (in the Supreme), worshipping Sītā Rāma in the seat of

His heart; one with nāmasaṅkīrtana of Sītā Rāma as a flow of honey.

328. Of the auspicious kṛti on His mental vision of the grand celebration of Sītākalyāṇam

(Sītākalyāṇa—᳚Saṅkarābharaṇam); worshipping Sītāpati with dīpārādhana and sweet

singing of His praise.

329. Of the excellent kṛti on the Import of the vedas, with full knowledge of saṅgīta dear to

the Consort of Sītā (Sītāvara – Devagāndhāri); the Form of song (gā ākṛtiḥ) and knowledge

showering saṅgīta as arcanā of Sītāvara.

330. The Sun of songs on ᳚Srī Rāma, the Sun to the lotus of Sīta’s heart; adoring Sītāpati in

the lotus of heart with delightful songs.

331. Of kīrtanas delighting Sītārāma by Names Divine in the garden of songs; Adoring the

exalted auspicious attributes and the greatness of Sītā Devi (Sariyevare – ᳚Srīrañjanī etc).
332. Of boundless knowledge of the Sat; the boundless Thicket of songs; enjoying worship

with flowers of the Name Divine from the boundless garden of song.
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333. Whose cascade of music is a shower of nectar; delighting in the voice of ᳚Srī Rāma the

Delight of the celestials; being worshipped musically by these thoughts born of this devoted

mind; delighting in these numerous thoughts of this devoted mind.

334.Worshipping the One born in the solar race; singing the Name of the One of auspicious

name “ Sūri ᳚ (᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa); of divyanāmakīrtanas, holding in the string of His sweet singing

the Sūtradhāri (᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa).

335. Whose kīrtanas sing the glory of ᳚Srī Hari Who creates, maintains and dissolves

(Jagadānandakāraka –Nāṭṭai);Who created countless excellent kīrtanas; singing in smooth-

flowing sweet voice.

336. Tha AAcārya resorted to and worshipped; Who is in the beautiful pūjā vigraha (of this

one); Who is in this profusion of ślokas; Who is in His own auspicious kīrtanas.

337. One in samādhi in the state of oneness with the Truth (“I am That᳚) (Intakannānanda –

Bilahari); of multitudes of splendid lofty kṛtis; to be worshipped with these ślokas by this

one longing for Him; of the elixir of songs thirsted for (by this one) with lifted throat!

338. Singing the import (tattvārtha) of Śrī Rāma’s incarnation in describing the fortune of

lakṣmaṇa in serving Śrī Rāma; the kIrtana full of Self-experience of the Consort of the

charming Sītā (mitribhāgyamu, kharaharapriyā).

339. The AAcārya worshipped by these flowers of adulation; fond of this string of flowers

of adulation; encircled by the halo of these adulations; the One in the melody and repose

of these stotras.

340. The Auspicious Inspiration for these multitudes of stotras; the Supreme Guru the

Source of these stutis; the Form of song, delighted by these stutis; enjoying these abundant

stotras.

341. Who clearly witnessed in His pure mind Raghūttama His inner soul; the Supreme

Guru whose antarātmā was Viṣṇu (Saḥ), manifest clearly in this pellucid mind.

342. Of beautiful divyanāmakīrtanas that burst forth from his calm, pure mind; Sadguru

worshipped by these slokas that burst forth from the mind of this śiṣyā of His.

343. Delighting in the nectar of svara and rāga; delighting in singing, that confers svarga

and beatitude (Svararāgasudhā – ᳚Sankarābharaṇam); drinking in the elixir of svara and

rāga; Master of the ocean that is svara vidyā.

344. The beautiful Image of svara; giving the ambrosial drink of svara; delighting in sweet

singing with pure tone; purifying this one with devotion to svara vidyā.
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345. Serenely established in svara vidyā; worshipped with purity of tone; the Form of svara

and akṣara; ornamented by these ślokas inspired by Him.

346. Whose ᳚Srī Rāma Vigraha sparkled with the glow of gems of inspired kīrtanas; Whose

vigraha sparkles with the crystals of tear-drops of anurāga (loving devotion) in these ślokas

inspired by Him.

347. Who showered Viṣṇu with gāna-Gaṅgā, the flow of His Self-experience; Sadguru,

showered with these ślokas, a flow of self experience, of this one.

348. Absorbed in the rhythm of “ haṃsassoham ᳚ — “I am He, He is me᳚; singing the secret

of the Supreme Soul; of great knowledge of ᳚Srī Rāma the Supreme Soul; the Great Sage,

reposeful in the Supreme.

349. Of excellent kīrtanas rich in Tattvārtha, sung with absorption in the thought “I am He,

He is me᳚; of auspicious kīrtanas that are an ocean of Bliss, the essence of nectar, offering

to Hari.

350. Dancing full of Bliss, singing the Names Divine Hari, Rāma,...; resplendent in Nāma

saṅkīrtanam — Hari, Mādhava, Govinda,... (Haridāsulu – Yamunā kalyāṇi).

351.Whose wonderful kīrtanas are full of Bliss of singing sweetly Hari, Kṛṣṇa...; with mind

absorbed in Haridhyāna; in whose auspicious mind dwells Hari/ who dresses Hari with His

auspicious thoughts.

352. Singing the delightful sport of the Brother of Balarāma ( ᳚Srī Kṛṣṇa) in the musical

opera Naukā Caritram; singing the play of ᳚Srī Rāma of Name dearest to Hanuman;

353. Of the kīrtana raining the ecstasy of clear vision of the Protector of the yāga, ᳚Srī Rāma

(Bāla kanakamaya –Aṭāṇā); singing in very high notes the auspicious redeeming Name of

the Protector of the elephant. (Kṣīrasāgara – Devagāndhāri).

354. Of enjoyable poetic lyrics full of humour and ironic praise (ĕg: Sītānāyaka –

Rītigaula, Aḍigi sukhamu – Madhyamāvatī, Vanajanayana – Kedāragaula); captivated by

᳚Srī Rāmacandra, lotus face blooming with laughter.

355. Of tens of thousands of kīrtanas, essence of Truth, giving salutary advice; AAcārya

the Benefactor; condemning meaness of mind.

356. Mirroring the exhilarating vision of the Supreme; of kīrtanas causing rapture; with

heartfelt love for ᳚Srī Rāma the Sat; the Sadguru cherished in my heart.

357. The Deity in the flower temple of this heart; the Divine Feet worshipped in the flower

of this heart; the delightful fragrance of (abiding delightfully in) the flower of this heart;
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drinking in the nectar of loving devotion in the flower of this heart.

358. In the expressions and meaning of kṛtis filling this heart; fulfilling the longing of this

heart; Ornamenting Ramakānta of golden glow, with His golden kīrtanas.

359. Showered by the bhakti Gaṅgā filling the golden pot of this heart; worshipped by these

ślokas, that are golden flowers scented with anurāga.

360. Ornamented by the flower garland of these ślokas that are adulations by this child;

pleased with this child’s prattle; abiding in this child’s prattle.

361. The Meaning of my existence; the Life of my life; the Deity in the temple of my heart;

the AAcārya, enriching my life; Sadguru, my Protector.

362. My dearmost Gurusvāmi; the Deity worshipped with all my loving devotion; of

extremely sacred life story; the Perfect One, pervading my mind.

363. The AAcāryadeva ornamented by a thousand ślokas of adulation; abiding in these

adulations by Pushpa, disciple of ᳚Srī Tyāgarāja Gurusvāmi.

364. This stotram, ᳚Srī Tyāgabrahma Sahasrakam, dear to the Guru, started on Puṣya Bahula

Pañcami, is well completed.

365. Describing the divine saṅgīta and the auspicious life-story of the Gurudeva, this song

that is Gurudeva’s inspiration, is offering at the Feet of the Gurudeva.

366. Offered by śiṣyā Pushpa, eyes full of tears, with folded hands; causing the full anugraha

of Tyāgarāja Gurusvāmi.

367. This sahasrakam is worship with Names Divine sung as Nādopāsana; singing with

devotion and reflecting upon this confers welfare and auspiciousness.

368. Svāmin ! This sahasrakam, sung in adoration by me, is Thine! Inspired by Thy grace;

please accept this offering.

369. I have no recourse except Thee! Protect me, surrendered at Thy feet! My Gurudeva,

please forgive all my accumulated faults.

370. Svāmin ! My Iṣṭa Daiva ! Sadgurudeva ! Worshipped by my breath! Thou Sacred One,

one with my life force! My all in all, I prostrate unto Thee!

371. Gurusvāmin, the Light in my heart! I am Thine! I am Thine! My AAcārya

contemplated upon constantly! Make me one with Thee!

372. Auspiciousness unto Tyāgarāja ! Worshipped by śiṣyā Pushpa; Abiding in the ślokas

of this sahasrakam ! Auspiciousness unto Gurudeva !
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373. Protector of this one seeking succour, Granter of all auspiciousness! Auspiciousness

unto Sītā Rāma, abiding with the exclusive worshipper!

OM

OM

సహసకస క రన గ
List of Kirtanas in the context of the shlokas in the Sahasrakam

క క ఙ । రన । గ
౧౦ । న న ఘ య । గవ
౧౩ । లకనకమయ । అ
౧౪ । లకనకమయ । అ
౧౮ । । ప
౧౮ । ల ఖ । కల
౧౮ । మభ । దబ ళ
౧౮ । య ।
౧౯ । క ప ।
౨౦ । గ । ఆ
౨౧ । న । ధ
౪౧ । కమ ప ల । బృ వన రఙ
౪౫ । డ న । అ
౪౯ । నజ వన ।
౪౯ । ర గరశయన । వ
౪౯ । ర గర ర । ఆననౖ ర
౫౦ । చ త , కృష ।
౬౦ । స వ । రఞ
౬౩ । ఆర మ ।
౬౪ । ణౖ ।
౬౭ । గ డగమన । మ హ
౭౩ । ౖ । స
౭౫ । ర । ర
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౭౬ । క । మ హ
౮౦ ।హ ।య క
౮౩ । గహబల । వ
౯౩ । జయ జయ మ ।
౯౩ । ఏమ ।
౯౩ । ।మ ర
౯౩ । న । ద ల
౯౩ । ఆదయ । ఆ
౯౩ । న మ హర ।ఈశమ హ
౯౭ । పర । గ శ
౯౮ । హన మ । హన
౯౮ । జగ నన రక । ట
౯౯ । జయ జయ మ ।
౧౦౧ । న యక । ధ
౧౦౧ । న ।
౧౦౧ । స వ । రఞ
౧౦౧ । జనకతన । కలక
౧౦౯ । సన । గడ
౧౧౫ । ళ దళ । ళవ ళ
౧౧౫ । ళ ల । ర ళ
౧౨౦ । ల ఖ । కల
౧౨౦ । పద । లగౖ ర
౧౨౩ । నజ వన ।
౧౨౯ । ప దభ జయ (musical opera) ।
౧౩౧ । శర ।
౧౩౪ । ట । వ
౧౩౪ । న న । క
౧౩౪ । న ట । జనరఞ
౧౩౪ । ద । బ ల
౧౩౪ । ప ప ।మ హ
౧౩౪ । క న ల । నలవ
౧౩౪ । ఏ । మ
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౧౩౯ । చ త , కృష ।
౧౪౦ । ష । ల
౧౪౦ । న కన త । స
౧౪౦ । కలశ । ర
౧౪౧ । రచర । రఞ
౧౪౧ । ఏవ ।మధ వ
౧౪౨ । ప కణ । నవరసకన డ
౧౪౨ । ర । మ య
౧౪౫ । య ।
౧౫౦ । ప దభ జయ (musical opera) ।
౧౫౨ । ఆర మ ।
౧౫౨ । ౖ య ।
౧౫౩ । రద । ౖ ర
౧౫౩ । వర రద । జయ
౧౫౪ । రద । ౖ ర
౧౫౪ । రద । ప వ
౧౫౪ । వర రద । జయ
౧౫౪ । రద । ద
౧౫౪ । రద । న
౧౫౫ । యణహ ।య క
౧౫౬ । సన । గడ
౧౫౭ । మ మ ।
౧౬౦ । కద ।
౧౬౪ । కర బలవన ।
౧౬౭ । ప దభ జయ (musical opera) ।
౧౭౦ । చ త , కృష ।
౧౭౩ । గ రస । ఆ
౧౭౭ । ఆదయ । ఆ
౧౮౦ । ర । గడ
౧౮౨ । ప దభ జయ (musical opera) ।
౧౮౪ । వమ గద ।
౧౮౫ । కద ।
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౧౮౮ । గల । రమ
౧౮౮ । ర । లహ
౧౯౦ । మ మ ర । ఆననౖ ర
౧౯౪ । ఫ ప ।ఝ రధ
౧౯౬ । ర । ర
౧౯౭ । న న ఘ య । గవ
౧౯౭ । న । క
౧౯౮ । రమ రమ మ । స న
౧౯౮ । న ల । దర ల
౨౨౬ । ౖ య ।
౨౨౬ । నజ వన ।
౨౨౯ । ర యగ । ప
౨౨౯ । స న । లవ ల
౨౩౪ । నజ వన ।
౨౩౬ । వర గలయ ।
౨౫౧ । వనన । స
౨౫౬ । మ । ద
౨౫౬ । మ । ధ
౨౬౦ । ల । ౖ ర
౨౬౨ । వణ మ । రషడ
౨౬౫ । చ త ।
౨౬౮ । వనచ ర । గడ
౨౭౨ । వర రద । జయ
౨౭౨ । రద । ౖ ర
౨౮౨ । న ల । ర ల
౨౮౪ । త లగ । గ
౨౮౪ । ।
౨౮౫ । ఓరఙ ।
౨౮౬ । రఙ యక । శఙ భరణ
౨౮౬ । ఓరఙ ।
౨౯౦ । న క । మ
౨౯౮ । సపస ర । జగ
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౨౯౯ । మ న ఙ । ధ
౩౦౧ । రద । ద
౩౦౧ । ప య । అ
౩౦౨ । న । భవ
౩౦౨ । రమ । జయమ హ
౩౦౯ । వ ౖ వ ।
౩౦౯ । వర హన । ప ప
౩౧౫ । స త న । ధ
౩౧౬ । । ఆర
౩౨౧ । క ణ మ ।
౩౨౨ । త తన । కన డ
౩౨౩ । ద । బ ల
౩౨౮ । క ణ । శఙ భరణ
౩౨౯ । వర । వ
౩౩౫ । జగ నన రక । ట
౩౩౭ । ఇనక నన । లహ
౩౩౮ । గ । ఖరహర
౩౪౩ । స ర గ । శఙ భరణ
౩౫౦ ।హ స ।య క
౩౫౩ । లకనకమయ । అ
౩౫౩ । ర గర । వ
౩౫౪ । యక । ళ
౩౫౪ । అ ఖ ।మధ వ
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